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27 May 2004 – Assassination of Duško Jovanović, Editor-in-chief of daily Dan

24 October 2006 – Attack on writer Jevrem Brković and murder of Srđan Vojičić

April and May 2007 – Death threats to human rights activist Aleksandar Zeković

1 September 2007 – Attack on Director of daily Vijesti Željko Ivanović

1 November 2007 – Attack on journalist of Radio Berane and daily Republika, Tufik Softić

24 May 2008 – Attack on journalist of daily newspapers Danas and Vijesti Mladen Stojović

5 August 2009 – Attack on editor of Vijesti Mihailo Jovović and photographer of Vijesti Boris Pejović

24 September 2010 – Threats to editorial boards of TV Vijesti and daily Vijesti

January and February 2011 – Threats against Vijesti journalist Olivera Lakić

14 July 2011 - 28 August 2011 - Setting on fire vehicles owned by daily Vijesti

18 November 2011 – Attack on daily Vijesti and TV Vijesti crew

7 March 2012 – Attack on journalist of Vijesti Olivera Lakić

6 April 2012 – Attack on journalist of Monitor Marko Milačić

8 August 2012 – Incident between politician and journalist of Dan Lidija Nikčević

4 October 2012 – Attack on journalists of daily newspapers Vijesti and Dan in Pjevlja

5 July 2013 – Threats to journalist of weekly Monitor Milena Perović-Korać

21 July 2013 – Attack on photojournalist of Vijesti Ivan Petrušić

11 August 2013 – Explosion in front of the house of journalist of Vijesti and Monitor Tufik Softić

3 September 2013 – Incident between Director of NGO Public Policy Institute and journalist and photoreporter of Vijesti

17 September 2013 – Insulting journalist of Monitor Marko Milačić

20 October 2013 and 8 November 2013 – Stoning premises of Vijesti editorial board

16 November 2013 – Insulting Director of weekly Monitor Milka Tadić-Mijović

2012 and 2013 – Threats to Director of NGO LGBT Forum progress Zdravko Cimbaljević

16 December 2013 – Breaking into the car of journalist Darko Ivanović

26 December 2013 – Explosion in front of Vijesti editorial board premises

31 December 2013 – Stoning the premises of NTV Montena editorial board

3 January 2014 – Attack on journalist of Dan Lidija Nikčević
INTRODUCTION and CONCLUSIONS

Freedom of expression is essential for prosperity of a democratic society. It is impossible especially for journalists, politicians, artists, lawyers and human rights activists to exercise their profession without the freedom of expression, hence, they must be protected in view of their role as the "watchdogs of democracy". The degree of protection of these professions in a society indicates the level of democracy and openness of that society.

Unfortunately, attacks and other types of pressure, especially on journalists who criticize the government, speak of human rights violations, organized crime and corruption are frequent in Montenegro. Most of these attacks have not been clarified to date. Such an atmosphere of impunity threatens journalists in particular, who are often victims of unresolved attacks, but also the whole society which needs investigative journalists to support democratic trends, improve the work of institutions and promote the rule of law. If the state treats these attacks passively, it becomes responsible for the suppression of freedom of speech, the rule of law and democracy. ¹

This is a report on the prosecution of individual cases of attacks on journalists, but also on writer Jevrem Brković and his bodyguard Srđan Vojičić, as well as on two human rights activists, Aleksandar Zeković and Zdravko Cimbaljević, who were also put at risk because of the freedom of expression.

The report covers the period from 27 May 2004, when Duško Jovanović, Chief Editor of daily Dan was assassinated, to the end of January 2014, when the Official Gazette of Montenegro published the Decision of the Government to establish the Commission for monitoring actions of competent authorities in the investigation of cases of threats and violence against journalists, assassinations of journalists and attacks on media property.

The report includes a total of 30 cases, starting with threats, stoning of premises, destruction of property, beatings, planting of explosives and ending with murders. Duško Jovanović, Chief Editor of daily Dan, was murdered in 2004, and Srđan Vojičić, bodyguard of the assaulted writer Jevrem Brković, in 2006, while other journalists and activists were also in life-threatening danger or there were other attempts to intimidate them and prevent their actions.

In most cases certain patterns can be observed, for example: victims are the media or individuals willing to criticize the government or organized crime; most attacks were directed against daily Vijesti; investigations are conducted poorly and typically without result; the State Prosecutor’s Office and the police push responsibility from one another until the prosecution becomes time-barred; in cases in which the attackers were prosecuted or where there was serious suspicion that these were real perpetrators, persons who ordered the attack remain unidentified; indictments are raised for less serious crimes, courts are inclined to reduce sentences and there is a common tendency to accuse journalists together with the attackers at any cost.

Thus impunity occurs as a rule, especially in the most severe cases, including the following, which are best known to the public:

- The assassination of daily Dan Editor-in-chief, Duško Jovanović, has not been solved even after nine years. One of the accomplices was prosecuted and punished based on questionable evidence, while other accomplices and those who ordered the murder have not yet been identified, nor has the motive for the murder been determined;

- The attack on writer Jevrem Brković, when his bodyguard Srđan Vojičić was killed, also never led to a trial;
- In the case of two attacks on journalist Tufik Softić, who was beaten in 2007, while in August 2013 an explosive device was thrown in the backyard of his family house, no one has been identified or prosecuted to date;
- Continuous death threats against researcher of human rights violations Aleksandar Zeković in 2007, suspected to have been made by a police officer – the then bodyguard to the Director of Police, were never investigated or prosecuted, the recording of the threats disappeared from the case file, and the prosecution became time-barred;
- Likewise, investigation into the case of the beating of sports journalist Mladen Stojović in 2008, who dared to speak about match-fixing – the "football mafia" in Montenegro, has been discontinued due to a time-bar after five years, with no results;
- Although the case of the beating of Željko Ivanović, Director of daily Vijesti in 2007 was prosecuted and two defendants were convicted, this is one of those cases where justice has not been served convincingly. Victim Ivanović, who explicitly argued that the convicted were not the people who had physically attacked him, as well as other indications arouse reasonable suspicion that the defendants actually admitted guilt for an offense they did not commit and for which they were imprisoned for one year;
- The case of the attack on photojournalist Boris Pejović and Vijesti Editor Mihailo Jovović by the Mayor of Podgorica, Miomir Mugoša, and his son and driver in 2009, which the State Prosecutor's Office consistently tried to present as a fight in which all participants shared equal guilt, has not been properly prosecuted. The Mayor was prosecuted only in a misdemeanour procedure, it has never been established why the police failed to check journalist’s statement on the use of a gun in the incident, and the responsibility of doctors and government officials for obstruction of justice in this case has not been established to date;
- The perpetrators of three cases of arson of vehicles of daily Vijesti in 2011 have not been identified more than two years later. Attack on Vijesti journalist Olivera Lakić in 2012 has not been clarified because, despite the fact that the perpetrator of the attack was identified and convicted – and in the meantime also pardoned and freed, his motive remained unknown, as well as those who obviously ordered the attack. Also, it has not yet been determined who and why had previously threatened to kill the journalist. Last year a worker at "Tara" factory from Mojkovac, on whom she had written, was sentenced for threatening her, but since an investigation about the operations of the factory was never opened, Musić’s motives to threaten the journalists have never been established. In addition, police officer Milenko Rabrenović was also accused of threatening Olivera Lakić;
- Zdravko Cimbaljević, human rights activist and the first openly declared homosexual in Montenegro, due to the failure of competent authorities to prosecute numerous death threats against him asked for and was granted asylum in Canada in November 2013. The decision on granting asylum to Cimbaljević represents unambiguous attitude of that country on inefficient protection of human rights in Montenegro, which should be not only a humiliating, but also sobering message to the Supreme State Prosecutor and the Government of Montenegro.

This report also presents several examples of efficient prosecution, as in the case of the attack on TV Vijesti and daily Vijesti crews in Humci near Nikšić, and the case of threats and insults directed
at Monitor journalist Milena Perović-Korač, for which the Basic Court imposed a suspended sentence against Mile Šuković, President of the Assembly of Kolašin Municipality.

In addition, the report includes several cases that could be formally defined as insulting or incidents without serious consequences. However, in these cases too the goal was to prevent journalists from performing their duties, and the consequence – intimidation and creating of a general atmosphere of lynch and impunity.

* * *

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS THAT PRECEDED THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMISSION FOR MONITORING INVESTIGATIONS OF VIOLENCE AGAINST JOURNALISTS

At the proposal of NGO Human Action Rights (HRA) the Government adopted and prescribed by the Action Plan for the implementation of EU recommendations of November 2010, as a measure to be implemented by the end of June 2011 – the development of the Report on investigations and violence against journalists. However, in the development of this measure, this report was unjustifiably limited only to cases that have reached the filing of charges and the court. The report never provided information to the public on the status of investigations in most cases of attacks on journalists that did not reach the court, and thus it is unknown whether the cases have become time-barred, whether certain actions have been taken in regard to them and whether such actions were at all planned. Although we have repeatedly urged the authorities to amend this report, that did not happen.

On 12 May 2010 HRA submitted a request for access to information to the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office (SSP) on the prosecution of 12 cases of apparent human rights violations, some of which are part of this report. Five months later, the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office rejected the request on the grounds that access to information cannot be granted under the provisions of the Law on Free Access to Information, but only in accordance with the Criminal Procedure Code - in other words, it was said that the public does not have the right to know whether an investigation has been initiated at all, but only the direct participants in criminal proceedings. In an appeal filed on 8 October 2010 to the Ministry of Justice, HRA pointed out that the public is entitled to know whether the investigations in these cases have at all been initiated, and learn information that would not jeopardize the investigation, and that the rejection of the request by the State Prosecutor’s Office did not contribute to improving public confidence in the administration of justice, which is prescribed as one of the goals of the Judicial Reform Strategy in Montenegro. After the process that lasted nearly two years and the judgment of the Administrative Court, which ordered the Ministry of Justice to annul the decision confirming SSP’s position, on 20 March 2012 HRA received a decision allowing access to information requested on 12 May 2010. Although almost all the answers of the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office, two and a half years later, came down to the fact that there has been no progress in the investigation of the aforementioned attacks or that the perpetrators have not been found, it was important to fight for the right to keep the public informed as to whether anything at all has been done in the investigations of human rights violations.

HRA, like many others, appealed several times to the SSP and the Police to take all measures
within their competence and effectively investigate violations of freedom of expression in the form of attacks on journalists and the media. Then, at the initiative of Prime Minister Igor Lukšić, a meeting was held on 13 March 2012 attended by the Police Director Božidar Vuksanović, Deputy Prime Minister and Justice Minister Duško Marković, Supreme State Prosecutor Ranka Čarapić, Minister of the Interior Ivan Brajović and Special Prosecutor Đurđina Ivanović, when it was decided that the clarification and prosecution of all cases of violence against journalists and the media in the past year should be the priority of the police and Prosecutor’s Office. However, even almost two years later there has been no progress in the discovery of those who had ordered or carried out the attacks on journalists. It is therefore not surprising that the European Commission in its assessment in the Analytical Report for Chapter 23, among other things, further expressed its concerns over the attacks on journalists and emphasized the need to thoroughly investigate and prosecute these attacks. Detailed investigation into these cases should lead not only to those responsible for the threats and attacks, but also to determining the accountability of civil servants who obstructed the investigation of these cases, ensured impunity and seriously challenged the rule of law in Montenegro.

Action Plan for Chapter 23, measure 3.4.2, prescribes that by the end of 2013 the Government should form a multidisciplinary Commission to monitor the actions of competent bodies in the investigation of old and recent cases of intimidation and violence against journalists and assassinations of journalists, composed of representatives of the Ministry of the Interior, Prosecutor's Office, Police, media and NGOs, which will develop a report on investigations within its activities. For 2014 the Plan prescribes the obligation of the Ministry of the Interior, Police and Supreme State Prosecutor to regularly prepare and submit to the Commission reports on the investigation of old and recent cases of intimidation and violence against journalists. In accordance with the public call published by the Ministry of the Interior on 3 December 2013, NGO Network for Affirmation of NGO Sector and NGO Human Rights Action nominated lawyer Veselin Radulović for a member of the Commission from among non-governmental organizations with expertise in the field of work of the Commission, while NGO Civic Alliance, NGO Alpha Centre, NGO 35 mm, NGO Centre for Democracy and Human Rights, NGO Youth Initiative for Human Rights, NGO Monitoring group Ulcinj-Mogul, NGO Centre for the protection of patients’ rights and monitoring of the health system - Circle of Life, and NGO Ozon nominated RTCG journalist Darko Ivanović. The Minister announced that the candidate with the majority of timely submitted, complete and grounded proposals of NGOs will be chosen as the member of the Commission.

At the proposal of the Ministry of the Interior, in December 2013 the Government of Montenegro adopted a decision to establish the Commission for monitoring the actions of competent authorities in the investigation of cases of intimidation and violence against journalists, assassinations of journalists and attacks on media property, consisting of eleven members and chaired by Nikola Marković, Dan Deputy Editor. Minister of the Interior Raško Konjević appointed the following persons as members of the Commission: Stojanka Radović and Vesna Jovičević from the State Prosecutor’s Office, Milan Tomić and Saša Rakočević from the Police Directorate, Svetozar Keković and Ljiljana Ivanović from the National Security Agency, Mihailo Jovović, Vijesti Editor-in-chief, Slavko Mandić of the Media Council for Self-Regulation, Mila Radulović from the Media Trade Union of Montenegro and Darko Ivanović from NGO sector. President of the Commission Nikola Marković said that he "wants to believe that the establishment of this

---

commission is not just another formal fulfilment of obligations imposed by the European Commission to Montenegro, but a genuine desire to at least try to do something in the investigation into the murders of journalists and attacks on them”.

After the establishment of the Commission in January 2014, Veselin Vučković, the Acting Supreme State Prosecutor announced that he would require the Ministry of the Interior and the Police to provide analyses that show whose failures had resulted in numerous unresolved attacks and murders of journalists, asked to be provided with a complete case file on the murder of Duško Jovanović and announced that he would examine all the top officials of security services at the time of the murder of Jovanović.

Although within the public debate on the draft Action Plan for Chapter 23 HRA advocated for the establishment of such a commission by the Parliament, in an effort for it to be more representative and more independent, it is obvious that its establishment by the Government in the said composition had motivational effect on the State Prosecutor's Office even before it began operating.

We hope that the individual members of the Commission will inspire citizens' confidence to provide them with information that may help the investigation of murders and other attacks on journalists and thus lead to justice being served, as well as exercise of human rights to life, security and freedom of expression in Montenegro.

The report before you has been developed primarily in order to assist members of the Commission to quickly achieve the long-awaited results.

Tea Gorjanc-Prelević, Executive Director of HRA, is the author of the report in collaboration with Mirjana Radović, Elma Kurtanović, Predrag Milić, Slobodan Dumnić and Dragan Prelević. The report was prepared as part of the institutional support project of the Open Society Foundation to HRA.

Cover page photos:

- Attack on Dan journalist Lidija Nikčević - photo: Željko Šapurić, Dan
- An explosion in front of Vijesti editorial board premises - photo: Savo Prelević, Vijesti
- Attack on Danas and Vijesti journalist Mladen Stojović - photo: Vijesti Archive
- Illustration “Stop the repression of journalists” - Media Trade Union of Montenegro
- Setting fire to daily Vijesti vehicles - photo: portal Vijesti
- Attack on Vijesti Editor Mihailo Jovović - photo: portal Vijesti
- Attack on Radio Bečane and newspaper Republika journalist Tufik Softić - Deutsche Welle (DW)
- Assassination of daily Dan Chief Editor Duško Jovanović - photo: Večernje novosti
- Protest of journalists - photo: Luka Zeković, Vijesti

Thank you all who have helped us.
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3 “Marković head of the team”, Dan, 27 December 2013.
4 “Veselin Vučković announced – he will request analyses of unresolved attacks and killings”, Pobjeda, 20 January 2014.
5 “Duško’s murder case reopened”, Dan, 12 January 2014.
The Editor-in-chief and co-owner of daily Dan, Duško Jovanović, was murdered with an automatic weapon on 27 May 2004 in front of his newspaper's office in Podgorica, and the only person convicted of complicity in the crime is a former athlete from Podgorica Damir Mandić. Motive for the murder of Jovanović, other perpetrators and those who had ordered his murder have not been discovered to date.

Four years before the murder, Duško Jovanović was beaten at the entrance to his building in Podgorica. Perpetrators of the attack have not been identified either.6

Jovanović had continuously been exposed to threats. In March 2002 he filed a criminal complaint against a member of Zemun criminal clan Ljubiša Buha Ćume for making threats,7 and in December same year he told Beta news agency that he had received a letter with a warning that "the top-ranked officials at the Ministry of the Interior are planning his assassination".8 Numerous procedures for defamation have been initiated against the newspaper Dan, especially for publishing articles from the Zagreb weekly Nacional, which accused Montenegrin top officials of cigarette smuggling in the Balkans, as well as for articles related to the affair of trafficking women (S.Č.) in Montenegro. Threats against Jovanović intensified shortly before the murder. According to the testimonies of Jovanović’s wife and brother, at that time he was also rudely threatened by the former head of the State Security Service, Duško Marković, who denied it.9

First-instance judgment of the High Court in Podgorica of 27 December 2006 released Damir Mandić, the only accused for Jovanović’s murder, of charges that he had participated as an accomplice in the murder due to the lack of evidence. He was convicted in the retrial on 27 April 2009 to a maximum of 30 years in prison10; finally, on 4 December 2009 the Appellate Court reduced his prison sentence to 18 years.11

Mandić was charged and eventually convicted in a final judgement for the criminal offence Complicity to Aggravated Murder (Art. 144, item 8 CC) in an attempt, which sparked sharp criticism from victims’ lawyers and suspicion of a "deal with Mandić", given the fact that Duško Jovanović was killed during that assassination attempt.12 Item 8 of Article 144 CC specifically applies to aggravated

---

6 "Gave up the investigation of the beating", Dan, 17 December 2003. Andrija Jovičević, Minister of the Interior in the period 2001-2013, said that Jovanović had sent a letter to him mentioning the names of members of the Special Anti-Terrorist Unit (SAU) of the Ministry of the Interior of Montenegro who participated in his beating. "I remember that surnames Brajušković, Lazović, Đurović or Duretić were mentioned in the letter..." ("Duško was safe while I was the Minister of Police", Dan, 28 January 2014). The brother of Duško Jovanović, Miodrag, stated that Duško Jovanović received an anonymous letter, signed "specialist", informing him that the SAU members had participated in his beating ("Đurović, Lazović and Kalezić - main trio of the beating squad", Vijesti, 27 August 2013). In September 2013 the mentioned former police officer Brajuško Brajušković informed the State Prosecutor’s Office that in 2000 his former colleague from the SAU, Slavko Đurović, beat the deceased Jovanović together with two other members of the Unit, on the orders of former Police Director Veselin Veljović; Đurović and Veljović denied this. The prosecution in this case refused to initiate criminal proceedings against any person, finding that there was no sufficient grounds for suspicion ("Brajušković: Đurović beat Jovanović, it is a lie that I didn’t tell the prosecutor", Vijesti, 28 September 2013, "Veljović ordered, Đurović beat", Dan, 28 September 2013, "Prosecution: Brajušković’s story unsupported by evidence", Vijesti, 27 September 2013, "The police deny that they beat Duško Jovanović", CDM Portal, 29 August 2013).

7 Andrija Jovičević, Minister of the Interior during the period 2001-2013, said that he was aware of this complaint, and that he knew that "Montenegrin Police armed Ćume and that he received a license to possess a firearm", and "heard from several employees of the Ministry of the Interior that during 1997 and 1998 the police gave firearms to citizens" ("Duško was safe while I was the Minister of Police", Dan, 28 January 2014).


10 Judgment of the High Court in Podgorica K no.109/08.


12 Lawyers of the damaged party and others commented that Mandić should have been charged for each offence individually - for complicity to aggravated murder of Jovanović and for complicity in the attempted murder of his bodyguard Mirović, and expected the
murder of several persons, so the State Prosecutor chose to subsume the murder of Jovanović and wounding of his bodyguard Milorad Mirović, who was near him but survived, under the qualification "attempted aggravated murder of several persons". Finally, because of the very qualification of the crime as an "attempt", the Appellate Court reduced Mandić’s sentence from 30 to 18 years in prison, since under the law it is impossible to impose a maximum sentence of 30 years for an attempted criminal offense.

Mandić’s guilt for shooting and killing Duško Jovanović was never determined, but in the retrial, unlike in the previous one, both the High and the Appellate Court acknowledged that it has been proven that Mandić was involved in the purchase of the vehicle and procurement of weapons used to kill Jovanović, as well as that on that evening he was in the car “Golf 3”, from which the shots were fired at Jovanović, along with some other people. It was concluded that by participating in the purchase of the vehicle and procurement of weapons, as well as by being present in the vehicle that evening, Mandić had significantly and decisively contributed to the commission of the criminal offense...

The Court found that Mandić’s mobile phone was used in purchasing the vehicle “Golf 3”, that his biological traces (DNA) were recovered from the weapon found in the vehicle and from a can of "Red bull" discovered near the vehicle; that on the 27 May 2004 Mandić intensively communicated over his phone, until he "established telephone communication" between 11 p.m. and after midnight, i.e. at the time of the murder; that about an hour after the murder he was located at the place where “Golf 3” and the can were later found; that he was not located in places indicated in his defence; that the sleeve of his sweatshirt showed the presence of gunpowder particles consistent with gunpowder from the cases found at the crime scene, and that a witness challenged his alibi in the previous proceedings...

Convicted Mandić claimed that the evidence against him in this case had been planted, his lawyer said that Mandić was sentenced "based on circumstantial evidence", and that the government wanted to convict anyone, without identifying those who had given orders or direct perpetrators. In 2010 the Supreme Court rejected the request for the protection of legality lodged by Mandić against the judgment of the Appellate Court, and a decision of the Constitutional Court on his constitutional complaint, filed more than three years ago for violation of the right to a fair trial, is...
still pending.¹⁹

Jovanović family attorneys claim that the investigation was conducted terribly, that an investigation immediately after the murder was not carried out properly, that the city exits were closed with delay, that the recording from a video camera installed on the building across the street from the place of murder was edited.²⁰ They also claim that they were not duly involved in the investigation, that they did not attend the hearing of witnesses, that their proposals were not accepted – to open Duško Jovanović’s file and check whether he had been followed prior to the murder; to investigate the origin of the weapon from which he had been shot; to investigate Mandić’s alleged confession to the investigating judge that he had worked for the Ministry of the Interior, which armed him; to investigate the origin of court files from Croatia found in Damir Mandić’s car, as well as his notebook of debtors on the alleged debts amounting to € 900,000; to interrogate all who sued Jovanović and Dan, etc.²¹

Only four years after Jovanović’s assassination, Vuk Vulević and Armin Muša Osmanagić’s DNA samples were sent for expert analysis; the two had been publicly suspected by senior police officials even in the early days of the investigation of this crime for which they were never charged.²² Both were on the run after the murder. Vuk Vulević was arrested in May 2005, but the charges against him or Osmanagić for the murder of Jovanović were never filed due to the lack of evidence.

According to daily newspaper Dan, immediately after the murder, during an interview in Podgorica Security Centre, Damir Mandić put all the blame on Vuk Vulević, claiming that he told him he had killed Jovanović and asked him to set the “Golf” vehicle on fire. He explained that, apparently, he went to set the car on fire, but did not do it with an excuse of being a coward. He also noted that the experts from Wiesbaden would find his traces in the “Golf” since he was riding in that car earlier and used the gun on the shooting range at Čemovsko field. As Dan was told in the police, on 2 June 2004 during the interview in Podgorica Security Centre, Mandić described in detail how Vulević murdered Jovanović. An official note was made on that, but the interview was not attended by the former High State Prosecutor Novak Ražnatović, in charge of the case, although he had been informed of the hearing, so the note could not be used as valid evidence in court.²³ On 26 January 2014 Dan published that Acting Supreme State Prosecutor Veselin Vučković requested this note

---

¹⁹ According to lawyer Tapušković, the constitutional appeal was filed in November 2010 ("There was no willingness to arrest anyone except Mandić", Vijesti portal, 9 March 2011, "Three years to decide on the appeal filed by Damir Mandić", Dnevne novine, 8 and 9 September 2013).


²¹ "Božović: charges made to be dropped", Dan, 6 October 2004, "Prosecutor forgot Mandić’s debtors", "Vesna Medenica to be a witness", Dan, 30 November 2004, "Investigation was not concerned with the organizers of the crime," Dan, 1 June 2005, "Lawyers: we would not have been isolated if we had defended the murderer", Dan, 1 November 2005, "Secret file on those who followed Jovanović may point to killers", Dan, 13 January 2005.

²² In April 2012, in its response to the request submitted by NGO Human Rights Action two years earlier, Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office announced that "on 10 January 2008 a separate case file was formed at the High State Prosecutor’s Office in Podgorica in order to identify any perpetrators of the murder of Duško Jovanović. High State Prosecutor in Podgorica proposed to the investigating judge of Podgorica High Court that DNA samples be taken from Vuk Vulević and Armin Osmanagić, who have since become available to the competent authorities, and submitted for analysis to the Federal Criminal Office in Wiesbaden in order to establish a DNA profile and compare undisputed profile with DNA profiles determined by an expert witness using material traces recovered from the vehicle from which the shots had been fired at Duško Jovanović. Federal Criminal Office from Wiesbaden conducted the requested expert evaluation which did not prove presence of biological evidence that belong to Vuk Vulević and Armin Osmanagić, after which the prosecutor decided that there were no grounds to initiate criminal proceedings against these persons." (Response of the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office to the request for access to information submitted by NGO Human Rights Action on 20 March 2012, point 6: http://www.hraction.org/wp-content/uploads/Odgovori_VDT-a.pdf). However, on the night after the murder Vuk Vulević was available to the competent authorities, when he was reportedly taken into custody and released, as well as after his arrest in May 2005; thus, the SSP’s claim that only "in the meantime", in 2008, he became available for collecting of a biological sample is unclear.

from the Police Directorate as part of the renewed investigation into the murder of Jovanović.24

In early April 2011 the Montenegrin press quoted statements from Belgrade daily Blic, describing in a series of articles the participation of organized criminals from Serbia in hiding Duško Jovanović’s killers in 2004, and a year later the killers of police inspector Slavoljub Šćekić, and also stating that both murders had been ordered by the State Security Service of Montenegro.25

Furthermore, in April 2011 Dan released an official note allegedly made on 30 May 2004 by a former special advisor to the Deputy Minister of the Interior and the former head of the State Security Service Duško Marković, Vasilije Mijović, containing statement of a witness, also former employee of the State Security Service (SSS), that the witness saw Vuk Vulević and Damir Mandić from his apartment’s balcony coming out of the car on the night of the murder.26 According to that note, the witness could not report what he had seen out of fear for the safety of his family: "I am not crazy, they could kill my children, do you know who Vuk Vulević and Damir Mandić are? They are SSS men, beasts. Did you know that Vuk killed Beli Raspopović in 2000 in broad daylight in Sloboda Street27, and Ranko Krivokapić28 saw it but did not report it... and Miško Krstović in the same place in 2001.29 Everybody knows that. No one can harm them. I do not need that."30

Minister of Justice Duško Marković stated that he had never seen this note, and that he first received it from the Dan editorial board, when he submitted it to the Prosecutor’s Office.31 He also said that the official note regarding Vasilije Mijović does not exist in SSS documentation, nor has it been listed in SSS archives for 2004. As the prosecution had initiated the proceedings on this occasion, the witness from the note testified and denied that he had given the above statement to Vasilije Mijović, and that he was in Belgrade on the day when the note was allegedly made. During interrogation Mijović repeated statements from the note and said that (the Minister) Marković was trying to kill him and that in early April 2010 he sent assassins to silence him, which was rejected by Marković as a fabrication.32

In Belgrade in early August 2011 someone fired a shot at the vehicle operated by Mijović. However, it is unknown whether the shot was fired accidentally or intentionally.33 The State Prosecutor’s Office was also interested in finding out from whom and in which manner the Editor-in-chief of daily Dan Mladen Milutinović and journalist Mitar Rakčević received the official note made by the National Security Agency’s former official Vasilije Mijović on the occasion of Duško Jovanović’s murder.34 It is not clear why the prosecution has focused the investigation on the source, rather than contents of the note. In its response submitted to HRA immediately before the completion of the investigation, the SSP noted the following as regards the official note: “Verification of allegations of the witness are in progress35, although the actions taken thus far have shown that this witness’s statement is not endorsed by persons the witness referred to as the source of his information”.36

In its response to Human Rights Action of 20 March 2012, the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office
stated that "as of 10 January 2008 a separate case file was formed at the High State Prosecutor’s Office in Podgorica in order to identify any perpetrators of the murder of Duško Jovanović" and that "in its request of 5 November 2010, in response to a letter from Slobodan Stevanović from Niš, Podgorica High State Prosecutor’s Office sought certain information from the Administration for Execution of Criminal Sanctions in Podgorica. However, information obtained did not provide a basis for taking action toward the prosecution of a specific individual as a possible co-perpetrator of the crime."37

Based on the information from 20 March 2012, "the last action taken in the direction of solving this murder (June 2011), was carried out through the provision of mutual international legal assistance, which enabled the representative of the prosecution and the court to conduct a hearing of the witness in a foreign state, who allegedly claimed to have certain knowledge of other unidentified co-perpetrator of the murder of the journalist. Inquiry into the allegations of this witness is in progress, although the actions taken so far have shown that this witness’s statement is not endorsed by persons the witness referred to as the source of his knowledge."38

Veselin Vučković, Acting Supreme State Prosecutor, announced that he would reopen the investigation into the murder of Dan Editor-in-chief, Duško Jovanović, and interview all the people from the Police that were involved in the investigation.39 According to daily Dan, the Committee on Security and Defence received the report of the National Security Agency, stating that all persons suspected of the crime are still under secret surveillance measures.40

Deputy Editor-in-chief of daily Dan and President of the Commission for monitoring the actions of competent authorities in the investigation of cases of threats and violence against journalists, assassinations of journalists and attacks on media property, Nikola Marković, filed a criminal complaint against Duško Marković, Vice Prime Minister and Minister of Justice of Montenegro, on the suspicion of having committed criminal offense Helping perpetrator after the commission of the crime - the murder of Duško Jovanović.41 Namely, at the time of the murder Marković was Chief of the State Security Service, at that time a part of the Ministry of the Interior, and was interviewed on 14 September 2004 within the investigation of the murder of Duško Jovanović by investigating judge Radomir Ivanović. In the show "Načisto" broadcasted by TV Viješti in January 2014, Minister Duško Marković stated that he was aware that Jovanović’s safety had been threatened prior to the murder and warned the former Minister of the Interior about that fact. However, according to Nikola Marković, official note of the hearing of Duško Marković in 2004 contains no record that would imply that Duško Marković did inform the investigating judge on his findings. Nikola Marković, who filed the charges, warned the authorities that prosecution of this offense in relation to the murder of Duško Jovanović becomes time-barred on 14 September 2014.

Acting Supreme State Prosecutor, Veselin Vučković, announced that he would reopen the investigation into the murder of Dan Editor-in-chief, Duško Jovanović, and among the first to be interviewed will be Minister Duško Marković, on the basis of the criminal complaint, as well as other persons who held official positions at the time of Jovanović’s assassination.42

38 Ibid.
39 "Vučković promised to reopen the investigation into the murder of Duško Jovanović", Viješti, 23 July 2013.
40 "The case of Duško’s murder reopened", Dan, 14 January 2014.
41 "His silence contributed to not identifying the killers", Dan, 29 January 2014.
42 "Marković first to be heard", Dan, 30 January 2014.
24 October 2006 – Attack on writer Jevrem Brković and murder of Srđan Vojičić

On the evening of 24 October 2006, writer Jevrem Brković was attacked by three masked assailants at the entrance to the building where he lived. Brković was beaten with metal bars, and his driver Srđan Vojičić was murdered with a gunshot while he was trying to protect the writer.

Do date, no one has been accused for this offense, which was qualified as Attempted Grave type of murder of more than one person (Art. 144 of CC, Paragraph 8 regarding Art. 20). The Police disclosed the name of one suspect seven years after the attack.

Brković assumes that he was attacked by those who recognized themselves in his book "The Lover of Duklja" published before the attack, in which he described the links between organized crime and the ruling political elite in Montenegro. Family members of the murdered Srđan Vojičić claimed that Brković knew who the attackers were, but refused to testify about it, and suggested that it was a businessman closely associated with politicians in power. Brković denied these claims.

In December 2013, the Police announced that they had reasonable suspicion that Vido Brajović, currently at the Administration for Execution of Criminal Sanctions in Podgorica, participated in the attack and murder of Srđan Vojičić, and that the Prosecutor’s Office was asked to take his DNA and compare it with other traces collected by the Police.

On the night of 13 January 2014, on the eve of the Orthodox New Year, unidentified persons detonated a powerful pyrotechnic explosive – firecracker of larger dimensions, in front of Brković’s flat in the centre of Podgorica, causing a lot of noise, but no major damage. Brković said that he believes the event was as an attempt to intimidate him, and expressed doubt that the attack on him was performed by Serbian nationalists, because in his book he described people and events from the wars in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Prosecutor Ivan Medojević came on the scene, and promised Brković that the Police and the Prosecutor’s Office will do everything to find the perpetrators, and on the order of the Minister of the Interior, Raško Konjević, a police patrol was designated to secure the building.

April and May 2007 – Death threats to human rights activist Aleksandar Zeković

Researcher of human rights violations and member of the Council for Civilian Control of Police Work, Aleksandar Saša Zeković, filed a criminal report after receiving death threats on his mobile
phone in April and May 2007.\textsuperscript{51}

After the police refused to listen to the recordings of the two last death threats that Zeković had recorded because they lacked voice analysis equipment, local radio station from Podgorica Antena M broadcasted the recorded threats. Several people recognised the voice of policeman Mirko Banović, a bodyguard of the director of the Police Directorate Veselin Veljović.\textsuperscript{52}

Director Veljović informed Zeković that the Police had questioned Banović with a polygraph, and that it had been allegedly found that the threats had not been voiced by Banović, but Zeković did not attend the procedure and was only told about it subsequently.\textsuperscript{53}

The Council for Civilian Control of Police Work stated that the Police failed to provide information it required regarding the danger to the personal safety of Zeković, a member of the Council\textsuperscript{54}. The media reported that bodyguards of a Montenegrin Government official were involved in the secret surveillance and harassment of Aleksandar Zeković\textsuperscript{55}. The former President of the Supreme Court, Ratko Vukotić, informed Zeković that he could not tell him whether he had been under secret surveillance because disclosure of such information would be contrary to security interests of the State.\textsuperscript{56}

Upon Human Right Action’s requests filed in 2007 and 2008, the Basic State Prosecutor’s Office responded that the Police were ordered to conduct specific investigation activities\textsuperscript{57}, but not whether the Police actually did as they were instructed. However, it remains unknown to the public whether the Supreme State Prosecutor ever exercised her right to notify the Ministry of the Interior that the Police had not acted on Prosecutors’ requests. On the second anniversary of the incident with Zeković, 31 NGOs sent a letter to the Supreme State Prosecutor, asking her to inform the public on the actions the State Prosecutor’s Office has undertaken within its competence to investigate this case\textsuperscript{58}. The Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office never replied to the letter. In 2010 the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office refused twice to answer Human Rights Action’s request for access to information on what actions the State Prosecutor had undertaken to investigate the threats. The Administrative Court annulled the decision of the Ministry of Justice which agreed with such decision of the SSP, and ordered adoption of a new decision. Human Rights Action received a response on 20 March 2012. SSP’s response clearly indicates that the Police failed to provide necessary information to the Prosecutor’s Office and obstructed the investigation.\textsuperscript{59} Although the Prosecutor’s Office urged the Police four times, SSP has clearly accepted illegal operations of Police officers, despite the publicly expressed serious doubts that the police officer had threatened Zeković and that his colleagues supported him in such actions.

After almost four years from the incident, when the prosecution apparently became time-barred, in February 2011 Zeković was called in by Acting Basic State Prosecutor, Ljiljana Klikovac, and told him that the audio recordings of the threats he had submitted to the Police were not in his case file.\textsuperscript{60} It is still unknown who is responsible for the cover-up of this case, i.e. for the failure to conduct an effective investigation.

\textsuperscript{51} “Threatened to kill him while he was with the Police Chief”, Vijesti, 5 May 2007; “Zeković gets death threats”, Dan, 5 May 2007.

\textsuperscript{52} “Prepare to die”, Vijesti, 6 May 2007.


\textsuperscript{54} “Zeković dissatisfied with protection and investigation”, Vijesti, 28 April 2007.

\textsuperscript{55} “Policemen followed Zeković!”, Republika, 26 April 2007.

\textsuperscript{56} “They won’t reveal whether Zeković was followed”, Dan, 3 May 2007.

\textsuperscript{57} The State Prosecution Office’s reply to the request for free access to information is available in the HRA archives.

\textsuperscript{58} Letter available on website, at: http://www.hraction.org/?p=224.


\textsuperscript{60} “Prosecution Office did not hear the death threats”, Vijesti, 18 February 2011. Phone call conversation of Human Rights Action with Zeković.
In the early morning of 1 September 2007, in the city center of Podgorica, three unidentified persons attacked Željko Ivanović, the director and founder of daily Vijesti. He was beaten with a wooden bat in the head and body, and inflicted serious bodily injury of the head in the form of ruptured cheekbones, a hematoma under the eye and swellings on the face, as well as several light bodily injuries.\textsuperscript{61}

Based on the confessions of two alleged assailants, despite the testimonies of Ivanović and other witnesses of the attack that those persons don’t even look like the real assailants, the Deputy Basic State Prosecutor in Podgorica Sonja Jovičević accused Radoman Petrušić from Nikšić for the criminal offence Serious bodily injury and Mitar Blagojević from Foča for behaving in an unscrupulous and violent manner, both of whom were sentenced for these offences by final and enforceable judgements.\textsuperscript{62}

After an unusually efficient trial for the time in Montenegro – the first-instance trial lasted one month, and the proceedings on defendant’s appeal less than five months – the Basic Court in Podgorica sentenced both defendants to imprisonment of four years, and then the High Court in Podgorica drastically reduced their sentences to one year, finding that the first-instance court did not sufficiently appreciate a mitigating circumstance that the defendants confessed committing the criminal offense, despite the fact that they were both convicted twice in the past.\textsuperscript{63} It is also absurd that both the first and second instance courts pointed out as a mitigating circumstance the fact that the injured Željko Ivanović did not join the prosecution of the defendants – ignoring the fact that he had done so due to his belief that those persons were not the real perpetrators, not due to his willingness to forgive them for the criminal offense.

The defendants confessed beating Ivanović because the journalist of Vijesti had previously written "various articles" on Petrušić, thus "shaming his family".\textsuperscript{64} However, it is peculiar that Petrušić waited two and a half years to get his revenge, not because of the texts, which were not used as evidence in the court proceedings, but due to a short Police statement published in Vijesti stating that the Police suspected Petrušić of stealing – that this daily quoted like other daily newspapers.\textsuperscript{65}

The attack occured in the early morning, after Ivanović left the celebration of the tenth anniversary from establishment of daily Vijesti. After the admission to hospital, Ivanović said that the attack was “a congratulation from those who govern Montenegro – Milo Đukanovic and his family, whether biological or criminal”. Because of these statements, the Prime Minister Milo Đukanović sued Ivanović on 6 September and was awarded 20 000 euros in first-instance proceedings, but the

\textsuperscript{61} Judgement of the High Court in Podgorica, K.no. 07/1475, of 15 January 2008.
\textsuperscript{62} “Ivanović: They forgot what they were supposed to say”, Dan, 11 December 2007.
\textsuperscript{63} Judgement of the Basic Court in Podgorica, K.no. 07/1475, of 15 January 2008, judge Zoran Šćepanović president of the Council, p. 14 and High Court in Podgorica K2.no. 745/D8, of 16 May 2008, p. 3 (Council of judges: Milić Međedović, president and Miroslav Bašović and Radomir Ivanović, members of the Council).
\textsuperscript{64} Judgement of the Basic Court in Podgorica, K.no. 07/1475, of 15 January 2008, p. 4.
\textsuperscript{65} “The Police suspected Petrušić for stealing iron in Budo Tomović neighbourhood and stated that criminal complaint had been filed against him. Research of archives of other media outlets showed that on the same day Dan and Pobjeda wrote in more detail on the suspicion of the Police of Petrušić’s criminal actions. Vijesti only reported on the Police statement, while in other daily newspapers the articles were signed by journalists. In electronic archives of Dan and Pobjeda there are no other texts except for this one, as reported by Vijesti.” “The assailant on Ivanović mentioned in Vijesti only once”, PCNEN, 18 September 2007.
High Court reduced the awarded amount to 10 000 euros.\textsuperscript{66} The persons accused for the attack were arrested on 14 September.

During the investigation and trial, Ivanović said that the accused do not even look like the assaultants he described to the police immediately after the attack.\textsuperscript{67} He also claimed that the assaultants approached him from the front, not the back as the two defendants testified, and that it is not true that they hit him with their fists, as they claimed, but with bats.\textsuperscript{68} The statements of the only two witnesses who saw the perpetrators were in support of his statement, as they said that those persons were not the ones they saw.\textsuperscript{69} Since there was no other evidence, it can be concluded that the defendants were convicted only on the basis of their confessions.

Also, both the defendants and the witnesses said at the trial that the incident was attended by one more person with a mask, so-called “Miki”, who watched the attack, as can be seen on the surveillance footage of the attack. However, this third person has never been identified and prosecuted.\textsuperscript{70}

All these circumstances provide a reasonable basis for doubt that the real assaultants on Ivanović were not prosecuted. The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture in 2001 recommended all member states of the Council of Europe, as well as Montenegro, to prevent judgments based on confessions, because this encourages members of the investigative state bodies to use the means of physical or psychological coercion in resolving cases.\textsuperscript{71}

\textbf{1 November 2007 – Attack on journalist of Radio Berane and daily Republika, Tufik Softić}

Journalist of Radio Berane and daily Republika, Tufik Softić, was attacked in front of his house in Berane by two masked men on 1 November 2007. On this occasion, Softić sustained serious head and arm injuries, due to beatings with wooden bats, after which he was hospitalized. The perpetrators have not yet been identified and the case never reached the court.

Before the attack, Softić was reporting on organised crime groups in the north of Montenegro.\textsuperscript{72}

According to Softić, the person he suspects of the attack, who had previously threatened him and was suspected of membership in Darko Šarić’s criminal group, has never been interrogated in regard to the attack.\textsuperscript{73}

There has been no progress in the investigation of this incident. NGO Human Rights Action managed to acquire a reponse of the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office in April 2012, after two years of SSP hiding the data. In the response on the case the SSP stated that they conducted extensive pre-trial proceedings, heard 34 persons, and questioned 25 with a polygraph, as well as conducted an analysis of calls between these persons. The response also stated that “the Basic State

\textsuperscript{66}This judgement, as well as NGO Human Rights Action’s comments on them are available at: http://www.hraction.org/?page_id=459.
\textsuperscript{67}“The defendants are not the real assaultants on Ivanović”, Radio Free Europe, 10 December 2007.
\textsuperscript{68}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{69}Judgement of the Basic Court in Podgorica, K.no. 07/1475, of 15 January 2008, p. 7 and 8. Namely, onw witness talked about assaultants he saw attacking Ivanović, and the other on two men he was waiting for someone on the scene.
\textsuperscript{70}“They no longer search for Miki”, Vjesti, 16 June 012.
\textsuperscript{71}“Substantive” sections of the CPT’s General Reports (extracts from the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment, the CPT Standards, Substantive Sections of the CPT’s General Reports, Council of Europe, October 2001, CPT/Inf/E (2002)), tačka 35.
\textsuperscript{72}“Republika correspondent Tufik Softić beaten up”, Republika, 2 October 2007.
\textsuperscript{73}“Powerful shield”, Monitor, 19 March 2010.
Prosecutor’s Office urged the police several times to clarify the event, the last time on 17 February 2012, after which the Police Directorate informed the Basic State Prosecutor’s Office on 20 February 2012 that they had no new information on the case”. 74 This response, in addition to the scandalous transfer of responsibilities to the Police, illustrate an unacceptable high level of tolerance of the SSP toward the inaction of the Police. The Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office thus promotes impunity for serious violations of human rights, contrary to international standards. 75

After another attack on Softić in the form of a bomb explosion in front of his family house of 11 August 2013. (for details see page 35), the inspectors of the Security Centre Berane called Softić, six years after the first attack, on 15 August 2013, to request his permission to do a DNA analysis, explaining that there were no conditions for the Forensic Centre to conduct the forensic analysis of bats used in the first attack. It is still unclear why the biological traces have not been timely sent abroad for forensic analysis, as was the practice in other cases. 76

Journalists of Vijesti tried to get answers from the Ministry of the Interior officials why they have waited for the forensic analysis of DNA since 2007, and were told that the Police takes “all activities within its competence to solve the criminal offense Serious bodily harm committed in 2007 againsted the damaged party T.S.” and that “in regard to the incident, forensic analysis of all traces found during the investigation is ongoing”. 77

After the protest of the Media Trade Union of Montenegro in support of Softić in October 2013, the Police unofficially stated that they have information about who were the perpetrators and who ordered the attack, and that they were working on acquiring evidence. 78 However, even after that there was no official information on the results of this investigation and to date no one has been accused. The State Prosecutor’s Office did not state in what phase this process was. 79

24 May 2008 – Attack on journalist of daily newspapers Danas and Vijesti Mladen Stojović

Longtime sports journalist of Danas and Vijesti from Bar, Mladen Stojović, was attacked and severely beaten in his flat in the late May 2008, after publicly testifying in “The Insider” TV show of Serbian TV B92 that Montenegrin “football mafia” participates in the match-fixing. As a result of the attack, Stojović lost consciousness and suffered serious injuries – fractured both jaws, bleeding in the mouth and nose, as well as being stabbed in the jaw area with a sharp object.

The investigation of this case was suspended due to becoming time-barred.

In January 2008, in TV show ”The Insider” of Serbian TV B92, Stojović testified about frauds, i.e. fixing the results of football matches by the Montenegrin “football mafia”, naming its members. 80

In April 2012 the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office informed NGO Human Rights Action that the Police in Bar filed a criminal complaint to the Basic State Prosecutor in Bar against an

---

76 For example, see the investigation case of Duško Iovanović’s assassination.
77 “The Police waited six years to start dealing with evidence”, Vijesti, 15 August 2013.
78 “Simonović passes the polygraph test”, Vijesti, 17 November 2013.
79 “Attacks on journalists far from being solved, investigation of attack on Stojović suspended”, Vijesti, 15 November 2013.
80 Transcript of the TV show broadcasted on 28 January 2008 was available on 30 January 2014 at: http://www.b92.net/info/emisije/insajder.php?yyyy=2008&mm=01&nav_id=283409.
unidentified perpetrator 18 days after the attack, on 11 June 2008.\textsuperscript{81} They also stated that the State Prosecutor qualified the offense as serious bodily injury.\textsuperscript{82}

The Police and the Supreme State Prosecutor stated that there were no clues indicating the identities of the assaultants.\textsuperscript{83} It is unknown whether the State Prosecutor ever researched Stojović’s statements about the existence of the "football mafia" in Montenegro and a possible link between certain individuals he named as members to the "mafia", and the attack on him. The State Prosecutor’s Office did not answer this question to Human Rights Action, and on 20 March 2012 stated on the investigation that: "During the process of gathering the necessary information, 17 persons have been heard whose testimonies did not provide the data on the identity of the assaultants, as the Bar Police Unit stated in its latest reports submitted to the Basic State Prosecutor in Bar on 4 February and 30 March 2011. The Basic State Prosecutor in Bar submitted urgencies several times, the latest on 12 March 2012.\textsuperscript{84}

The investigation of Stojović’s case was officially suspended after five years due to being time-barred, as stated by the Deputy Supreme State Prosecutor Radmila Ćuković.\textsuperscript{85} According to her, on 18 June 2013, the prosecutor Milenko Magdelinić from Bar suspended the investigation, conducted against unidentified persons on suspicion that they committed criminal offenses Serious bodily injury and Violent behaviour, and that suspects or evidence for the indictment were not found.\textsuperscript{86}

5 August 2009 – Attack on editor of Vijesti Mihailo Jovović and photographer of Vijesti Boris Pejović

Mayor of Podgorica, Miomir Mugoša, his son Miljan Mugoša and driver Dragan Radonjić physically assaulted a photographer of daily Vijesti, Boris Pejović, and editor of Vijesti, Mihailo Jovović, in August 2009, while they were documenting the Mayor’s illegally parked vehicle.

The case reached the court three and a half years later, on 31 March 2013, when the editor Jovović was released from charges of the state prosecutor that he caused light bodily injury to Mayor’s driver, Dragan Radonjić, while Mayor’s son, Miljan Mugoša, was sentenced with suspended sentence for causing serious bodily injury to Mihailo Jovović. In separate proceedings before the Misdemeanour Body, Mayor Mugoša was fined 400 euros for disturbing public peace and order.

The Mayor, his son and driver claimed that Jovović physically assaulted them and inflicted serious injuries on the driver.\textsuperscript{87} The State Prosecutor’s Office persistently held to this version of the story, and in addition to Miljan Mugoša, Jovović was also charged with causing bodily injury. Mayor’s son subsequently confessed to the court that he hit Jovović.\textsuperscript{88} Jovović claimed from the beginning that he did not hit anyone on this occasion, and that during the incident he suffered several blows from the Mayor and his son, that at one point Mayor’s son even pointed a gun at him, as was

\textsuperscript{82} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{83} “Stojović: they want to weaken the case”, Vijesti, 29 May 2008.
\textsuperscript{85} “Attacks on journalists far from solution, investigation of the attack on Stojović suspended”, Vijesti, 15 November 2013.
\textsuperscript{86} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{87} “Mugoša physically assaults journalists”, Dan, 7 June 2009.
\textsuperscript{88} Basic Court in Podgorica judgement, K. no. 11/386, of 19 July 2012, page 5.
reported to police officers when they arrived at the scene, but they did not even attempt to search Mayor's vehicle for the weapon. After the incident, medical reports confirmed injuries on both Radonjić and Jovović. Jovović had a ruptured eardrum, and underwent surgery, while Radonjić allegedly had a concussion.

First, the police filed criminal charges against Mayor's son and the editor of Vijesti on suspicion that they inflicted serious bodily injury – Mugoša to Jovović, and Jovović to Radonjić. In October 2009, Deputy Basic State Prosecutor in Podgorica, Sanja Jovićević, accused Jovović and Mugoša for inflicting serious bodily injury, and a motion for misdemeanour proceedings for violation of the Law on Public Order and Peace was filed against the Mayor of Podgorica, Miomir Mugoša. The State Prosecutor's Office claimed that Jovović hit Radonjić with his fist "in which he held a mobile phone and a voice recorder" and on this occasion he "inflicted injury due to which he permanently and substantially damaged his brain" and that Miljan Mugoša hit Jovović and inflicted serious bodily injury which caused Jovović's eardrum to burst.

After delivering the indictment against Jovović, the Council of the Basic Court returned the indictment to the prosecution, in order for a medical expert to make further comments on Radonjić, Mayor's driver. In September 2009, prior to the indictment, Dr Dragana Ćukić made a statement that there is a possibility that Jovović did not cause the driver's injury, but it is possible that the injury happened long before the incident. These findings were then supplemented by Dr Ćukić and Prof. Dr Dragošlav Nenezić in December 2009, and in June 2010 medical reports of the Medical Faculty in Belgrade and supplemented opinion in February 2011 gave the same results. Driver Radonjić went to a medical examination 13 hours after the incident, and the initial findings, which found the alleged concussion incurred during the incident, on which the state prosecutor based the original indictment, were developed by Dr Milanka Raičević, who was previously Radonjić's doctor, as reported by Vijesti.

After the supplemented medical report from Podgorica, and findings from Belgrade, the state prosecutor withdrew the qualification of serious bodily injury due to driver Radonjić's concussion, but in May 2011, the Deputy Basic State Prosecutor Zoran Vučinić accused the editor of Vijesti of causing light bodily injury to the driver Radonjić and Mayor's son, Miljan Mugosa, of causing serious bodily injury to editor Jovović.

The state prosecutor accused Jovović for aggravated form of the offense Light bodily injury, the basic form of which is prosecuted upon private charges, because the alleged injury was caused by "weapons, dangerous tools or other means suitable for inflicting serious bodily injuries or seriously impairing health" (Article 152, Para. 2 of CC). The prosecution based its decision on the opinion of the Institute of Forensic Medicine in Belgrade, which stated that Radonjić sustained injuries that could have been caused with "the edge of a telephone or voice recorder".

The position of the State Prosecution that a mobile phone is a dangerous weapon that can cause serious injuries was not the usual case in practice. For example, Human Rights Action analysed the operation of the prosecution in cases where state prosecutors in Montenegro did not prosecute the

---

89 The same judgement as above. Also, „Mugi can beat us!”, Vijesti, 8 August 2009.
90 “Radonjić was only scratched”, Dan, 1 October 2009.
91 “Indictment against Jovović and Mugoša’s son”, Radio Free Europe, 5 October 2009.
93 Basic Court in Podgorica judgement, K. no. 11/386, of 19 July 2012, page 41 (The court considered these findings “as clear and objective and based on the rules of the profession and accepted them as such”).
94 “Award for a witness of the prosecution in the attack of Mugoša against Vijesti”, Vijesti, 14 December 2011.
96 “Jovović threatened Radonjićs life with a telephone”, Vijesti, 18 May 2011.
accused police officers for Light bodily injury, although the injuries were inflicted with a wooden stick and a baton ("means suitable for inflicting serious bodily injury"), although the prosecutor should have prosecuted this offense ex officio, in accordance with the law.\textsuperscript{97} The persistence of the state prosecutor in the investigation and subsequently to prove the guilt of journalists and present it as equal to the guilt of Mayor’s son, is contrary to the proverbial inaction that the State Prosecutor’s Office shows in cases of human rights violations, and even the absolute right to freedom from torture and other ill-treatment, undertaking actions for which it is competent.\textsuperscript{98}

The Basic Court in Podgorica in the first instance judgement, which become final and enforceable, determined on the basis of medical reports that driver Radonjić sustained light bodily injury to the head, but not that it was inflicted by Mihailo Jovović during the incident. The court based this judgment on Radonjić’s statement given during the investigation and at the trial, and statements Mayor’s son gave to the police and the investigating judge, when he did not yet claim that Jovović hit Radonjić. Later Miljan Mugoša testified differently i.e. that Jovović hit Radonjić. However, the court found that even if that were true, Jovović could not have inflicted the injury to Radonjić in a way that is described in medical reports.\textsuperscript{99}

The Council for the Civilian Oversight of the Police found that the policemen had made several mistakes during the investigation of the incident and in their treatment of the suspects. Criminal complaint was filed against police officers for falsifying a record of detention of Mayor’s son Miljan, who, as suspected, has never been taken to the detention premises. The Council also criticised the findings of the Police Internal Audit Sector, which had qualified the police conduct as professional.\textsuperscript{100}

At the main hearing, held on 10 May 2012, Miljan Mugoša changed the statement he gave to the investigating judge and admitted that he had hit Mihailo Jovović.\textsuperscript{101} When asked why he denied hitting Jovović in the course of the investigation and gave different testimony about the incident, he replied “that this was for personal reasons, and that his former lawyer advised him so, while his current lawyer told him to defend himself with the truth”.

Miljan Mugoša has repeatedly stated that he could not remember certain details because it had been almost 3 years after the incident and that his intention was to protect his father. He said that Jovović had tried to attack his father three times, and that “he was forced to slap Jovović when he saw that several previous attacks were not successful”.

Radonjić testified that he was hit by Jovović, but could not remember how because "he was at the time most concerned about Mayor’s safety." In addition, he testified that he did not see Mugoša hitting Jovović. He reasoned that he had undergone medical examination only 13 hours after the incident because the whole incident was extremely stressful for him, so he decided to rest and see a doctor the following day.

During the testimony, for the most part Mugoša and Radonjić could not remember the details of the incident, including "how Jovović hit them or attacked the Mayor, where he stood, in what

\textsuperscript{97} In examined judgements: judgement of the Basic Court in Kotor K.no. 434/08 of 28 July 2010; judgements of the Basic Court in Danilovgrad K.no. 272/08 of 16 September 2009, K.no. 267/09 of 4 June 2010 and K.no. 306/09 of 5 July 2010; judgeent of the Basic Court in Kolašin 237/09 of 27 October 2009.

\textsuperscript{98} “Accused for threats to journalist”, Dan, 17 February 2011.
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position were his hands just before the attack and during the attack", etc. Both Mugoša and Radonjić denied the existence of the mentioned gun.

In his testimony, Jovović said that he bore no guilt whatsoever over the incident he was charged with, and that the indictment was false as the prosecutor did not intend to determine the full truth, but blame him at all costs in order to establish a balance and unburden Miljan Mugoša. In relation to Miljan Mugoša’s statement, he believes that his first statement to the police and investigating judge in which he said that Jovivoć did not hit anyone was true, and that the rest of the testimony is false. He reiterated that he had not hit anyone, not once. In support of this, Jovović noted that during the first fifteen minutes upon the arrival of the police, neither older nor younger Mugoša, nor the driver told the police that he had hit anyone.

Deputy State Prosecutor Zoran Vučinić, who has been appointed to represent the indictment, had only two questions during the nearly eight-hour trial: one for Mugoša – which hand did he use to slap Jovović, and one for Radonjić – in which hand did Jovović hold the items.

As the trial continued, on 2 July 2012, the Mayor of Podgorica Miomir Mugoša used his legal right not to testify in proceedings against his son, on the grounds that it contributes to the efficiency and de-politicization of the process. Photographer Pejović testified that Jovović had not attacked Mugoša father or son or had any contact with the driver Dragan Radonjić. Pejović reiterated that mayor Mugoša had slapped him twice and insulted him.¹⁰²

Three years after the controversial event, in late July 2012 the Basic Court in Podgorica, acting in the first instance, sentenced Miljan Mugoša, the son of the Mayor of Podgorica, to six months, for two years suspended prison sentence for causing serious bodily injury to the editor of daily Vijesti, Mihailo Jovović, while Jovović was released of charges for causing bodily injury to Miljan Mugoša with dangerous tools. The High Court later confirmed this judgement.¹⁰³

At the end of his closing statement, which he submitted in writing to the court, Jovović stated that the prosecutor should consider it as criminal charges against the organized criminal group for carrying out criminal offenses against the judiciary, falsification of documents and abuse of office. He mentioned several persons in his complaint, including Mugoša father and son and Radonjić, the Supreme State Prosecutor and all the prosecutors who acted in the process, police officers and their superiors, as well as doctor Milanka Raičević. In his opinion, they committed these criminal offenses through the act of commission or omission.¹⁰⁴

By the end of 2013 the public was not informed that these criminal charges have been prosecuted. Also, it is unknown whether the prosecution had done anything on charges for falsifying the record on detention of Miljan Mugoša.

Deputy Prime Minister and Justice Minister Duško Marković, announced the investigation on responsibilities of prosecutors who acted in this case during the mandate of the Supreme State Prosecutor Ranka Čarapić.¹⁰⁵

¹⁰² “Miomir Mugoša escapes court”, Vijesti, 3 July 2012.
¹⁰⁴ “Jovović released of charges, suspended sentence to Miljan Mugoša”, Vijesti, 31 March 2013.
¹⁰⁵ “Marković: We will analyse the work of the prosecutor in case Mugoša – Jovović”, Vijesti, 20 July 2013.
24 September 2010 – Threats to editorial boards of TV Vijesti and daily Vijesti

A group of directors, editors and columnists of the daily Vijesti and TV Vijesti on 24 September 2010 received threatening letters on the address of the Podgorica-based editorial board office\textsuperscript{106}, and the police investigation on this case did not have any results.\textsuperscript{107} The letters with messages “you are dead, you are next” were addressed to the directors of the daily and television, Slavoljub Šćekić and Željko Ivanović, the editors of Vijesti, Ljubiša Mitrović and Baša Brković, as well as the newspaper’s columnist Milan Popović, who reported it to the police.\textsuperscript{108} The investigation has not given any results to date.

Daily Vijesti stated that the enveloped letters, with stamps of Podgorica’s post office number 2 dated on 22 September 2010, arrived together with other post, which the secretary sorted and forwarded to the recipients. The daily stated that all five letters were typed on a computer, while the envelopes – written in the Cyrillic script in handwriting – had full names of the recipients. According to Vijesti, the Basic Prosecutor in Podgorica, Ljiljana Klikovac, was informed on the threatening messages addressed to the editorial board of daily Vijesti and Vijesti TV. The police said it conducted an investigation and sent the letters to forensic experts. Editors of these media outlets informed the directors of the Police Directorate, Veselin Veljović, and the National Security Agency, Vladan Joković, about the received threats, stating that they expect an intensified investigation and the background of the threats to be clarified. “We expect from you to take this case with proper attention and, within your competences, intensify the investigation, assess the security risks and allow us to do our job safely”\textsuperscript{109}, they wrote, among other things, in the letter sent to the two leaders of the national security services. According to information that Human Rights Action acquired, they never received any response.\textsuperscript{110}

In a statement of 24 September 2010, partly quoted the following day by daily newspapers Vijesti and Dan, the Police confirmed that Vijesti editors received threatening letters, claiming that its officers are taking intensive measures on identifying the persons who wrote and sent the letters. The Police said they doubted all the letters were written in the same handwriting, which should be determined by graphologist experts of the Forensic Center, adding that they have undertaken intensive activities on resolving the case.\textsuperscript{111}

January and February 2011 – Threats against Vijesti journalist Olivera Lakić

Due to a series of articles about alleged illegal cigarette manufacturing in Mojkovac factory "Tara", owned by "Montenegro tobacco company" from Podgorica, in late January and early

\textsuperscript{106} TV Vijesti, Informative program „News at half past six”, 24 September 2010.
\textsuperscript{107} No media reports saying that anyone was arrested or prosecuted in this case has been recorded so far. The Police Directorate failed to give us that information, while Slavoljub Šćekić and Željko Ivanović told HRA in telephone conversations that they have never received any response from the heads of the security agencies, as well as that they haven’t received any information on results of the investigation.
\textsuperscript{108} TV Vijesti, Informative program „News at half past six”, 24 September 2010.
\textsuperscript{109} “Is there any volunteer to confess”, Vijesti, 25 September 2010.
\textsuperscript{110} No media reports saying that anyone was arrested or prosecuted in this case has been recorded so far. The Police Directorate failed to give us that information, while Slavoljub Sccekic and Zeljko Ivanovic in the telephone conversations told HRA that they have never received any response from the heads of the security agencies, as well as that they haven’t received any information on results of the investigation.
\textsuperscript{111} „Police held a thorough investigation” Pobjeda, 25. 10.2010; “Is there any volunteer to confess”, Vijesti, 25.9.2010.
February 2011 Vijesti journalist Olivera Lakić received several threats. By the end of January 2014 only Slavko Musić, employed in the said company, was convicted by a final decision, who was the first person to threaten her. In February 2011 the Supreme State Prosecutor's Office began checking operations on the tobacco factory in Mojkovac that Olivera Lakić wrote about, but it has not been announced to date whether an investigation was initiated.

31 January - 3 February 2011 – The first case of threats

On 2 February 2011 the owners of "Tara" factory delivered two orchids through Slavko Musić to journalist Lakić, packaged to resemble those intended for funerals. Two days earlier, over Musić's phone, a person still unknown to her directed a series of offenses and threats against her while she was standing in front of "Tara" factory in Mojkovac. A man who did it introduced himself as Vujica Tomović, director of the factory. In the trial, as a witness, Tomović denied that he had spoken with Lakić. Then on 3 February 2011 Musić blocked Vijesti crew car with his vehicle, with journalist Lakić and photographer Zoran Đurić in it, near the hangar in Donja Gorica, and afterwards stood with three unidentified persons in the backyard of the house where Lakić was to intimidate her and Stanišić family with whom she spoke. This family lives behind the walls of the hangar, where Lakić suspected that the packaging for fake cigarette brands was made.

In February 2011 the Basic State Prosecutor's Office in Podgorica filed an indictment against Musić and M.P. for the criminal breach of security. Prosecutor Klikovac charged the defendants with "serious threats, directed between 31 January and 3 February, to endanger Lakić's life, while S.M., by threatening her, endangered the safety of persons with whom the journalist was on duty on 3 February". The trial began on 27 July 2011, after being postponed three times. At the trial Ms. Stanišić described the events of that night and stated that she had known Musić for years, that she was afraid and that from the experience of the people who were his subordinates, she knew that he would to anything to protect the interests of the hangar owner. In June 2012 Musić was sentenced to a prison term of four months, while M.P., who was tried in absentia, was acquitted. Podgorica High Court overturned the verdict of the Basic Court sentencing Musić to prison, while M.P. was acquitted on charges of endangering safety, and a new trial was scheduled for 2 April 2013. In the new procedure judge Jelena Perović-Kovačević once again sentenced Musić to four months in prison for endangering the journalist's safety, noting that the mitigating circumstance was that he had not been previously convicted. This judgment was then confirmed by the High Court in Podgorica on 3 December 2013.

9 - 10 February 2011 – The second case of threats

On 9 February 2011, just hours after the police estimated that Lakić and her family were not in...
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danger because of threats addressed to her ten days earlier, a man who identified himself as Boško called another Vijesti reporter, Jasmina Muminović, from a German phone number on her mobile phone. With a strong Nikšić accent, he uttered a series of serious insults and threats directed at Olivera Lakić. The case was reported to the police. The next day Muminović received a threatening text message from the same number directed at her colleague Lakić, but also the roommate of Olivera Lakić’s daughter.\textsuperscript{119}

Three days after the threats, Milan Grgurević\textsuperscript{120} reported himself to the police allegedly voluntarily, claiming that he had addressed serious threats at journalist Lakić and her daughter. During the investigation he said that he had also called and texted Muminović, but could not recall any part of the alleged conversation with her or explain why he had made that telephone call. During expert testimony, the prosecution concluded that his testimony was false and that he was not the person who had threatened the journalist; in October 2011 the prosecution filed an indictment against Grgurević for the crime of False reporting. At the trial Grgurević remained silent. Expert testimony also established that the telephone from which threats had been addressed and Grgurević’s telephone had been used almost simultaneously in locations that are several tens of kilometres away from each other. At the main trial Muminović said that the voice of the person with whom she had spoken on the phone was certainly not Grgurević’s, that it was someone with a pretty rough male voice, with a strong Nikšić accent, unlike Grgurević.\textsuperscript{121}

Head of the Branch for the Suppression of Sexual and Blood Crimes in Podgorica Regional Unit, Ekan Jasavić claimed that, through a phone call record, the police determined that the number from which threats had been addressed had also been used in Grgurević’s “Nokia” and that on these grounds Grgurević received a summons from the police. Although Jasavić stated that both versions had been considered in cooperation with the prosecutor - someone ordering Grgurević to report himself or him actually threatening the journalist - he failed to explain what specifically convinced them to prosecute Grgurević for endangering the journalist’s safety, and not for false reporting.\textsuperscript{122}

On 13 February 2012 Grgurević was sentenced to one year in prison for the crime of False reporting. In June 2012 this judgment was overruled, and the ruling stated that the High Court considers that Grgurević’s actions had no elements of this criminal offence. The ruling states that Grgurević did not voluntarily contact the police, but by the order, as he was sought by the police for threatening reporter Lakić and her family, and that he was "interrogated as a suspect and arrested, while his false confession that he committed a crime could not be considered as a criminal offense of false reporting."\textsuperscript{123} The case was returned to the same judge for reconsideration.\textsuperscript{124} At the retrial Grgurević was re-sentenced to a year in prison for the same crime in the judgment of 20 September

---

\textsuperscript{119} "Who does the fake volunteer from Danilovgrad protect?", Vijesti, 26 September 2011.

\textsuperscript{120} Milan Grgurević was not employed in the tobacco factory that journalist Lakić wrote about, nor in any other way (before reporting to the police) brought into connection with journalist Lakić.

\textsuperscript{121} "A year in jail for Grgurović", Vijesti, 14 February 2012.

\textsuperscript{122} "Prosecutor made Jasavić sweat", Vijesti, 26 January 2012.

\textsuperscript{123} Criminal offense of False reporting under Article 388 of the Criminal Code that was in effect in 2011, states:

(1) Anyone who reports a person to have committed a crime prosecuted ex officio, and who knows that person is not the perpetrator of that crime, shall be liable to imprisonment for a term of three months to three years.

(2) Punishment referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article shall also be imposed on a person who by planting traces of crime or in any other manner causes that a criminal procedure is initiated for a criminal offence prosecuted ex officio against a person who s/he knows is not the perpetrator of that criminal offence.

(3) Anyone who reports himself/herself for having committed a crime prosecuted ex officio, although s/he knows that s/he has not committed such a criminal offence, shall be liable to a fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year.

(4) Punishment referred to in Paragraph 3 of this Article shall also be imposed on a person who reports that a criminal offence prosecuted ex officio has been committed, although he knows no such crime has been committed.

\textsuperscript{124} “False confession is not false reporting”, Vijesti, 26 June 2012.
2013. Judge Željka Jovović said that it was established that Grgurević came to the police himself, not upon a summons from the police, as alleged by some police officers at the trial. This judgment became final. It is not known that the public prosecutor instituted proceedings against these police officers for false testimony.

In the meantime, Police Directorate officer Milenko Mića Rabrenović, security chief of the Police Director Veselin Veljović, was interrogated on 7 December 2012 in the Basic State Prosecutor’s Office in Podgorica on suspicion of endangering the safety of journalist Lakić and her daughter by threatening them over the phone. Olivera Lakić herself filed charges against Rabrenović in March 2012, indicating that Veljović might be the person who had ordered the threats. Prosecutor questioned Rabrenović, who denied any connection with the threats, about a number of circumstances linking Rabrenović to the German telephone card used to threaten journalist Lakić. Rabrenović was charged with endangering the safety of journalist Lakić, her daughter and her roommate, and the trial began on 22 March 2013.

Rabrenović did not admit the allegations, denied everything he was charged with and decided to remain silent. Veselin Veljović was then invited to testify, at that time the former director of the Police, but did not appear in the court, and the judge explained that according to the delivery note "he did not received the summons", nor did his driver Vuksan Šćepanović. At the next hearing on 26 April 2013, witnesses were examined, and Veselin Veljović and his driver failed to appear in the court again. A new hearing was held on 31 May 2013, and after Veljović and the driver failed to appear once again, judge of the Basic Court Larisa Mijušković Stamatović ordered that their calls for the trial be delivered by the police. However, since personal delivery has not been confirmed, they did not appear at this trial, or the next on 5 July 2013.

At the trial on 30 September 2013 Veljović was finally heard as a witness, when he stated that the case was mounted as a direct attack on him, that it was not the first time that some security-related events had been linked to him, starting from affair "Listing", setting fire to Vijesti vehicles, attack on the son of MP Nebojša Medojević, attack on Vijesti Director Željko Ivanović, a ‘farce’ with Brajuško Brajušković, ending with this last case, mounted "using the same pattern". Veljović claimed that everything had been fabricated in order to make him look like the culprit. He explained that he failed to appear as a witness at the previous hearings because he had not received the summons, and that he did not understand the reasons for insisting on his testimony.

Veljović also said that Ivan Bušković, sentenced to imprisonment in the final verdict for the attack on journalist Lakić, was actually innocent, and that he had informed state prosecutor Miloš Čađenović about that, as well as about the names of people who were, in his words, responsible for constructing the case, noting that he had received such information from police officers who worked on the case and told him that they were sorry for sending an innocent man to prison.
On 2 November 2013, after the hearing of Veljović in Podgorica Basic Court, Olivera Lakić filed a criminal complaint on the basis of which the Basic State Prosecutor in Podgorica formed a case and began investigation into the allegations of former Director of Police Veselin Veljović. Lakić sought of the prosecution to examine Veljović’s claims that Ivan Bušković, who was sentenced for assaulting her in March 2012, was "serving time in prison innocent", that the police "faked and hid evidence in favour of the accused Bušković" and that Bušković was sentenced with the intention of causing damage to Veljović. As reported by Vijesti, in her complaint filed with the prosecution Lakić stated that at the trial Veljović relied on the information provided by "senior police officers", but refused to tell their names although she insisted.  

**Charges against Head of Criminal Police in Budva for illegal influence on the prosecutor to dismiss the proceeding initiated for threats against a journalist**

A few hours after Veljović’s questioning within an investigation of threats against Olivera Lakić, by order of the special prosecutor for organized crime Đurđina Ivanović, Head of the Criminal Police in Budva, Siniša Stojković was arrested and released after questioning. Supreme State Prosecutor Ranka Čarapić announced on 28 December 2012 that the police arrested Stojković for the corrupt criminal act of Illegal mediation, on a reasonable suspicion that he had mediated with the Basic State Prosecutor in Podgorica to suspend activities in the case against Rabrenović. Čarapić stated that the prosecution suspected that Rabrenović had warned the prosecutor that continuation of the proceedings would jeopardize the progress of the leaders of security services Veselin Veljović and Vladan Joković, which was allegedly already agreed upon amongst top political leaders. According to Čarapić, in the context of these circumstances Stojković suggested to the Basic State Prosecutor to be careful about the initiated proceedings, because he could be dismissed as well.  

During the investigation against Stojković, the evidence was sent to the Forensic Centre. Stojković stated before special prosecutor Đurđina Ivanović that he had not unlawfully influenced the work of the prosecutor, but only used their business and friendly relationship to inquire about the case of threats to a journalist. Interior Minister Raško Konjević said that he would suspend Stojković until the completion of the proceedings initiated by the prosecution.  

Almost six months after filing of the indictment by the Supreme State Prosecutor - Department for combating organized crime, terrorism and war crimes, judge of the High Court in Podgorica Milenka Žižić dismissed the indictment against Stojković in Ruling Ks.br. 17/13 of 18 November 2013 on the grounds that there was insufficient evidence for reasonable suspicion that the defendant had committed the offense that was the subject of the indictment. According to her, Stojković did not have the official position that would allow him to commit the offense with which he was charged.  

The reasoning specifically stated: "Given the fact that, according to the Law on State Prosecutor, state prosecutor is autonomous and independent in his work, and at the same time respecting the position and function of a state prosecutor in the society, performed in the public interest in order to ensure application of law, in the court’s opinion there is no evidence that defendant Siniša
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\[140\] "The judge released Stojković without trial", Dnevne novine, 4 December 2013, "Only those more important than Stojković may affect the prosecutors", Vijesti, 5 December 2013.
Stojković in this particular case [...] had such a position to commit the said crime through supposed mediation using the authority of his office, professional status, social status, or status in the society.”

This conclusion, in the judge’s opinion, is supported by the testimony of Basic State Prosecutor Ljiljana Klikovac, who stated that “it was odd, if the decision among top government officials was to ensure Veljović’s position and if it was assessed that this could be in any way jeopardize, that it was simply incomprehensible and unacceptable to her that the discussion was held between her and Stojković, or, according to the witness, at the ‘lowest level’.”

Vijesti reported that Vesna Medenica, President of the Supreme Court, also requested information from prosecutor Saša Čađenović about the investigation against Rabrenović. Prosecution on this occasion did not hear Medenica, because “there was no grounds,” although Čađenović created an official note on that. Medenica said that it was "the nature of her job to be informed", denying that she wanted to influence the prosecutor.

An appeal was lodged against the decision of judge Žižić, rejecting the indictment against Stojković, by Deputy Special Prosecutor Dražen Burić. Prosecutor Burić challenged the part of the reasoning of judge Žižić stating that Stojković had no authority with regard to his position, or important social status to be able to commit the crime in question: “There is no doubt that the prosecution is an independent body. However, this does not mean that a person, assuming he has an impact on the prosecutor, may influence the prosecutor to carry out or not to carry out certain official action and go unpunished. Court lost sight of the fact that Stojković had been charged with using his presumed influence to commit a criminal offense... The defendant was not charged with using his official position, nor was the presumed influence the consequence of someone’s official position, as wrongly considered the High Court. Connecting the above said with actions taken by Stojković, such as that he previously tried to 'inquire' about Rabrenović’s case with the person in charge of it, and when he failed, he used his supposed influence reflected in the respectability and authority that he had with the Basic State Prosecutor, which undoubtedly stems from their long-term cooperation, in order to get to the prosecutor, telling her about government political decisions, demanding not to take the action she should have, at the same time warning her of the consequences of different actions.”

As reported by Vijesti, in a response to the prosecutor Stojković stated that the alleged influence did not exist: “It is the absolute absence of premeditation and intent of any illegality, and therefore the absence of unlawful influence...”. Stojković also claimed that the case was "maliciously abused by individuals from the prosecution, as well as by individuals from his "service".

By the end of the work on this report, 30 January 2014, decision of the Appellate Court on the appeal of prosecutor Burić was not issued.

---
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14 July 2011 - 28 August 2011 - Setting on fire vehicles owned by daily Vijesti

In the period from 14 July to 28 August 2011, three cases of setting on fire vehicles owned by daily Vijesti occurred in Podgorica. The series of setting on fire vehicles on fire started in the night between 14 and 15 July, when still unidentified perpetrators, around 3:00 AM, set on fire two vehicles of Vijesti, parked nearby the editorial board offices. Veselin Veljović, former director of the Police Directorate of Montenegro, said that this case should be perceived as the act of an individual and an isolated incident.

The second case of setting on fire vehicles on fire occurred on 28 Avgust in Masline, where a vehicle of Vijesti was parked in front of a Vijesti employee’s house.

The third case occurred on 28 August in Stari Aerodrom, where a vehicle of Vijesti was parked.

In all three cases, the vehicles were set on fire in the same way, by first pouring gasoline over their hoods. Former Chief of Local Criminal Police in Podgorica, Siniša Stojković, said that the police in all these cases blocked the streets, searched the wider area of the crime scene, and that the competent prosecutors and investigating judges who were not present at the scene were informed, and the crime scene investigation was conducted by local police unit officers. He also said that they took samples and sent them to the Forensic Centre for necessary expertise, gathered information from eyewitnesses and persons who used the vehicles damaged in the fire, as well as acquired surveillance footage from several nearby buildings, checked alibies for several persons and conducted numerous polygraph investigations, and all of that was not sufficient to initiate criminal proceedings against the perpetrators. After the third case of setting on fire vehicles of Vijesti, the Police Directorate issued the following statement: “The Basic public prosecutor in Podgorica, in accordance with the new Criminal Procedure Code (CPC), concluded that, in this particular case, there were no elements of a criminal offense prosecuted ex officio” , although the new CPC came into force on 1 September 2011. In this regard, the Supreme State Prosecutor said that the quoted statement of the Police Directorate was “inaccurate and unprofessional”, as well as that “the first priority for the police is to identify the perpetrators, not to qualify a criminal offense”. The Editor in chief of Vijesti, Mihailo Jovović, stated after the first incident that an interview of the former Prime Minister Milo Đukanovic given to daily Pobjeda just before the incident possibly contributed. In the interview the Prime Minister sharply criticized local critical media, including Vijesti, and repeated such criticism in another interview given before the second attack.

Publisher of daily Vijesti, Daily Press LLC, on 31 October 2011 submitted a lawsuit against the State of Montenegro, with the request for compensation of 60 000 euros for its failure to prevent these attacks and also to identify the perpetrators of the cases of setting vehicles on fire in
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July and August 2011. The judgement no. 4569/11\textsuperscript{160} that rejected the claim (later specified to 8 641 98 euros), stated, \textit{inter alia}: „the act of terrorism cannot be treated as such separately from its aim, as the Convention of the Council of Europe on preventing terrorism also states – adopted through a law in our country. In the introduction the Convention states that acts of terrorism have the purpose by their nature or context to seriously intimidate a population or unduly compel a government or an international organisation to perform or abstain from performing any act or seriously destabilise or destroy the fundamental political, constitutional, economic or social structures of a country or an international organisation. So far, there is no evidence that these cases of setting vehicles on fire had the aim(s) set out in the mentioned Convention.” Regarding the argument from the lawsuit claiming that the state bodies of Montenegro did not undertake all necessary measures to prevent the acts of violence and damage occurred by their commission (they referred to cases of setting \textit{Vijesti} vehicles on fire), the judgement says: „This particular case did not meet the above conditions for liability of the defendant state of Montenegro, since there is no evidence of defendant’s illegal action in undertaking the necessary actions, or state officials not performing their duties, and these actions are evidently still in the investigation phase...”. Meanwhile, this judgement became final and enforceable.

By the end of the development of this report, on 27 January 2014, no progress has been reported so far in identifying the perpetrators who set vehicles of \textit{Vijesti} on fire.

\textbf{18 November 2011 – Attack on daily \textit{Vijesti} and TV \textit{Vijesti} crew}

On 18 November 2011 in Humci, near the town of Nikšić, crew of daily \textit{Vijesti} and TV \textit{Vijesti} was attacked – journalist Darko Bulatović, cameraman Aleksandar Marojević and photographer Ivan Petrušić, while trying to capture the demolition of a house.\textsuperscript{161}

Although the journalists allegedly tried to explain to Draganjub Karadžić, the owner of a junk yard in Humci, that they are only going to take a shot briefly, he told them that they were on his land, and began to curse the crew and tried to assault the journalists and cameramen.\textsuperscript{162} Together with Miloš Sanjević, in the presence of Miodrag Glušica, they pushed the crew into the vehicle in which they came while cursing them, and Karadžić bruised journalist Bulatović’s leg when trying to slam the door.\textsuperscript{163} Karadžić then, as journalist Bulatović stated, went to the passenger side and kicked the cameraman kicked in the leg, and then also in the camera.\textsuperscript{164}

Deputy Basic State Prosecutor in Nikšić was informed about the event and ordered that criminal prosecution be initiated against Karadžić on suspicion of committing the offense Violent behaviour. Misdemeanour charges were filed against Šanjević for insult, while no elements of misdemeanour were determined in Glušica’s actions.\textsuperscript{165}

In criminal proceedings for the criminal offense Violent behaviour, Karadžić was sentenced to imprisonment of three months. Explaining the decision\textsuperscript{166}, judge Dragan Babović stated that in the
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\textsuperscript{161} “\textit{Vijesti} crew assaulted in Nikšić”, radio Antena M, 18 November 2011.

\textsuperscript{162} “Attack on TV \textit{Vijesti} crew”, Nezavisne novine (portal Vesti.rs), 18 November 2011.

\textsuperscript{163} “Police detained suspects for the attack and insult of \textit{Vijesti} crew”, \textit{Vijesti}, 18 November 2011.

\textsuperscript{164} Ibidem.

\textsuperscript{165} Police Directorate press release available at: \url{http://www.upravapolicije.com/index.php?DSP=2190&jezik=lat}.

\textsuperscript{166} Judgement of the High Court in Nikšić: K.no. 702/11.
course of the proceedings it was undoubtedly established that the defendant committed the crime. The judge based the facts on the testimonies of victims and findings of medical experts who were in favour of the injured party. The judgment of the High Court in Podgorica became final and enforceable on 20 November 2012.167

In misdemeanour proceedings, Šanjević was punished with a fine of 300 euros and a fine of 200 euros for not having a residence permit.168

7 March 2012 – Attack on journalist of Vijesti Olivera Lakić

A year after receiving continuous threats, in the evening of 7 March 2012 journalist Olivera Lakić was physically assaulted as she unlocked the front door of the building she lived in. A few days later, on 12 March 2012, Ivan Bušković was arrested on suspicion of having committed the attack.169 The journalist recognized Bušković as her attacker, who on the other hand denied that, while 17 persons, Bušković’s friends, claimed that he had participated in a football match with them at the time of the attack.170 Bušković was previously convicted twice, for drug abuse and enabling drug abuse and for grievous bodily harm.171

Basic Prosecutor’s Office filed an indictment against Ivan Bušković for the criminal act of Violent behaviour. The prosecution invited the Court to hear 19 witnesses and present 11 pieces of material evidence.172 During the trial the defendant maintained that he did not know journalist Lakić, that at the time of the attack he had taken part in a football game, and that he had no reason to attack Lakić, who required him to name a person responsible for ordering the attack.173 Bušković was convicted for the crime of violent behaviour to 9 months in prison. Neither the judgment nor the indictment specify the motive for the attack.

The prosecutor filed an appeal dissatisfied with the duration of the adjudicated punishment (punishment for this criminal offence is 6 months to 5 years), while the Executive Director of "Daily Press" Željko Ivanović, noting the duration of the sentence, also emphasized that it is essential to continue the investigation and identify persons who ordered the attack.174 High Court upheld this first instance verdict.175

Subsequently, in line with the Law on Amnesty, Bušković’s punishment was shortened by a quarter, and then the punishment was decreased by additional 10 days for good behaviour while serving his sentence.176

Basic State Prosecutor in Podgorica filed an indictment in late April 2013 against Ivan Bušković’s brother and friend on suspicion of having committed the crime of giving a false

167 Judgement of the High Court in Podgorica: Gž 1722/12.
168 "Šanjević fined with 300 Euros for assaulting Vijesti crew", Vijesti, 19 November 2011.
169 "Who ordered the attack, and why?", Vijesti, 14 March 2012.
169 "Friends say that Bušković played football when Lakić was attacked", portal Vijesti, 13 March 2012.
171 "AEC: Bušković well behaved and dedicated to work", Vijesti, 22 October 2013.
172 "The indictment against Bušković, those who ordered attacks back in the shadows", Vijesti, 10 April 2012.
173 "Bušković the attacker, but he should say why", Vijesti, 29 May 2012, "Last night two Vijesti vehicles set on fire", portal Analitika, 14 July 2011, "Journalists are victims of various pressures", Dan, 6 April 2012.
174 "No justice for Olivera", Vijesti, 21 July 2012.
175 "Nine months for the attack on a journalist", Vijesti, 3 January 2013.
176 "AEC: Bušković well behaved and dedicated to work", Vijesti, 22 October 2013.
statement, because they testified in court that at the time of the attack on journalist Lakić, Bušković had been playing football with them in village Zelenika. This trial is ongoing.

By the end of work on the report (30 January 2014) there was no new information about the progress of an investigation of who ordered the attack on journalist Olivera Lakić. Also, there was no information on opening an investigation into the operations of tobacco factory in Mojkovac, investigated by Lakić, which is why she had been threatened the first time (see p. 22). Interestingly, during his testimony at the trial against the person accused of threatening Olivera Lakić, former Director of the Police said that senior police officers had told him that Ivan Bušković was not the one who attacked the journalist (see p. 24).

On 9 March 2012 Olivera Lakić was assigned police protection at her request, based on the safety assessment of the police. In the meantime she required that her safety assessment be reviewed, as she believed that it made sense only while the threats lasted and in the period immediately after the attack, prior to the attacker’s arrest. Despite her plea, Minister of Interior Raško Konjević has still not responded to Lakić’s requests. Lakić is still under police escort, which prevents her from working, since she deals with investigative journalism, wants to protect her sources and does not want to talk to them in the presence of the police. Following the assault, Lakić temporarily stopped working, but returned to journalism the same day the indictment was raised against Milenko Rabrenović.

6 April 2012 – Attack on journalist of Monitor Marko Milačić

Journalist Marko Milačić filed criminal report against the controversial businessman Veselin Barović for assaulting him on 6 April 2012 in night club Nice Vice in Podgorica, and the trial for this incident is ongoing.

Milačić stated that Barović was sitting in the club with friends and several girls, and that the attack occurred when he greeted one of the girls. Barović then allegedly approached him, put his arm around his waist, explained to Milačić that he cannot talk to the girls in his company, and not to mention him in his articles again, as well as cursed and insulted him. Milačić then pushed Barović, and although further physical conflict was prevented, Milačić suffered a hand injury (cracked bones of his hand).

Acting on the charges, the police questioned Barović, and on 11 April 2013 deputies of the Basic State Prosecutor, Enis Baković and Danka Ivanović Đerić, heard several witnesses to this incident. On the same day, Basic State Prosecutor Ljiljana Klikovac heard Barović again, his bodyguards Marinko Banović and Radisav Živković, as well as members of the club security. As the media reported, Barović’s bodyguards reiterated to the prosecutor that they did not know who Milačić was, nor that he was a journalist, and also that they “did not even touch him with a finger”, adding that members of the security throw him out of the club. The media reported that Barović...
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stated to the prosecutor that he did not know Milačić and that on the night in question he just passed by him and did not talk to him.\textsuperscript{183}

The decision of the Regional Misdemeanour Body in Podgorica originally released Barović of charges for violation of Art. 8 of the Law on Public Peace and Order\textsuperscript{184}, and Banović and Živković for violation of Art. 10 Paragraph 2 of the same Law\textsuperscript{185}, on the grounds that it was not proven that they committed the offenses they had been charged with.

The Basic State Prosecutor's Office appealed against this Decision, and the Misdemeanour Panel of Montenegro accepted it on 15 March 2013, and returned the case for retrial to the first-instance body.\textsuperscript{186} In its decision of 15 March 2013, the Misdemeanour Panel found many flaws in the first-instance proceedings, including that the Misdemeanour Body did not call the prosecutor i.e. the applicant for hearings, although it was obliged to do so by the law\textsuperscript{187}. It was noted that a thorough analysis of the presented evidence was not conducted, because witnesses gave different statements, and it was suggested that during the new procedure, the defendant and the injured party Milačić should, \textit{inter alia}, be confronted face to face.

In the new proceedings, at the hearing of 22 November 2013, a misdemeanour judge, Mladen Paunović, issued a warrant for the arrest of Barović, Banović and Živković, as they did not appear at that hearing, as well as the previous two\textsuperscript{188}. Barović and Banović also did not appear at the hearing of 23 January 2014, but the judge said that Barović’s absence was justified. The next hearing is scheduled for 6 February 2014.\textsuperscript{189}

\section*{8 August 2012 – Incident between politician and journalist of \textit{Dan} Lidija Nikčević}

Journalist of daily \textit{Dan}, Lidija Nikčević, was verbally attacked on 8 August 2012 in Nikšić by two officials of the Socialist People’s Party (SNP), discontented with her writing about developments within the municipal board of the party. The case ended with an apology of politicians to the journalist.

On this occasion, Nikčević was insulted by Milinko Radulović and Milan Jauković, members of the municipal board of the SNP in Nikšić, and Radulović tried to physically attack her.

On that day, Lidija Nikčević entered the party’s premises in Nikšić after the session of the general board of the SNP, wanting to take a photo and a statement from the president of the SNP Srđan Milić. The members of the municipal board of the SNP, Milinko Radulović and Milan Jauković, according to her, started insulting her discontented with her writing about the initiative to replace a member of the board from Nikšić Svetozar Golubović and developments in the municipal board of the SNP in Nikšić, claiming that the initiative should be hidden from the public eye, after which

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{183} "They do not know Milačić", \textit{Dan}, 12 April 2012.
  \item \textsuperscript{184} Article 8 of the Law on Public Peace and Order ("Official gazette of Montenegro", no. 64/2011 of 29 December 2011): „Anyone who in a public place causes feelings of vulnerability to other persons, with threat to attack the life or body of the person or persons close to him/her, shall be punished with a fine of 250 to 1 500 euros or imprisonment for up to 60 days“.
  \item \textsuperscript{185} Article 10 of the Law on Public Peace and Order ("Official Gazette of Montenegro", no. 64/2011 of 29 December 2011): (2) “Who in a public place physically attacks another or initiates a physical conflict, shall be punished by a fine of 350 euros to 1,000 euros or imprisonment for up to 60 days.”
  \item \textsuperscript{186} Decision of the Misdemeanour Panel of Montenegro PŽP. no. 373/13-5 of 15 March 2013.
  \item \textsuperscript{187} Ibidem.
  \item \textsuperscript{188} Information given to Human Rights Action by journalists Milačić.
  \item \textsuperscript{189} "Barović nowhere to be found", \textit{Dan}, 23 January 2014.
\end{itemize}
Radulović tried to physically attack her.\textsuperscript{190} The incident was prevented by the president and another member of the SNP who was in the room. Journalist Nikčević received an apology and did not initiate any action against Radulović and Jauković.\textsuperscript{191}

4 October 2012 – Attack on journalists of daily newspapers \textit{Vijesti} and \textit{Dan} in Pjevlja

Journalist of \textit{Vijesti} Goran Malidžan and journalist of \textit{Dan} Božidar Jelovac were attacked on 4 October 2012 while leaving the hall where the Democratic Party of Socialists (DPS) held a pre-election rally in Pjevlja, during which the Prime Minister Igor Lukšić compared \textit{Vijesti} and \textit{Dan} with the opposition concluding that their mixture “does not smell so good”.\textsuperscript{192}

Malidžan was attacked – first verbally than physically – by Goran Čavić, the DPS activist and former policeman, and when the journalist left the premises where the rally was held, another former policeman Slavko Rončević approached him with threatening words: “I will suck your blood one day”. The journalist of daily \textit{Dan}, Jelovac, then took his camera to document the attack on Malidžan, after which another local DPS activist, Mustafa Brahić, called him a “peasant”, “bustard”, “scoundrel” and also said „\textit{Dan} is rubbish”\textsuperscript{193}. The former Prime Minister Igor Lukšić condemned the attacks on journalists Malidžan and Jelovac, stressing that he considered the conclusion that the attack was connected with his speech at the pre-election rally as “completely unacceptable”.\textsuperscript{194}

Rončević was prosecuted in criminal proceedings, while the misdemeanour procedures were initiated against the DPS activists Čavić and Brahić, as well as against the journalist Malidžan\textsuperscript{195}.

Although Malidžan wanted judge Vesna Milinković to be replaced because she had previously been a member of the municipal board of the DPS, as Goran Čavić, Mustafa Brahić and their witnesses, the president of the regional body refused this request.\textsuperscript{196}

The above actions of the President of the Regional body is contrary to the standards established in the practice of the European Court of Human Rights, which exists in the domestic law\textsuperscript{197} and requires that the court in any proceeding instills public confidence so that it will ensure an exclusion of any reasonable doubt in its impartiality. In this case, the circumstance that judge Vesna Milinković had once been professionally linked to the party organization whose members are participants in the process, raises legitimate doubts on its impartiality.\textsuperscript{198}

Jelovac testified that, on the day at issue, he was standing in a parking lot in front of the local Army Centre when he noticed, some 10 meters from him, Čavić and Malidžan having an

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{191} Information acquired in conversation of Human Rights Action’s researcher with Lidija Nikčević.
\textsuperscript{192} “Journalists attacked after the DPS pre-election rally”, Vijesti, 5 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{193} “Journalists are attacked once in a while”, Vijesti, 9 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{194} "Igor Lukšić condemned the attack on journalists, RTCG, Dnevnik 2, 5 October 2012. Lukšić previously said that “there is no independent media in Montenegro, calling Vijesti and Dan the opposition media the mixture of which does not smell so good”
\textsuperscript{195} “Proceedings postponed, Malidžan sought disqualification of the judge because of her cooperation within DPS”, Vijesti, 23 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{196} “It doesn’t matter they are all together in the DPS”, Vijesti, 27 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{198} NGO Human Rights Action press release: http://www.hraction.org/?p=2523. Also, misdemeanour bodies in Montenegro cannot be considered independent for making decisions on civil rights and criminal complaint (which include violations of the ECHR practice) as requested by the European Convention on Human Rights. Since its reatification, Montenegro has kept a reservation in this regard, to Art. 6, Para 1 of the Convention, and is the only Yugoslavian republic that did not conduct a reform of the misdemeanour body.
\end{flushleft}
argument, and than he heard Malidžan telling Čavić “I swear on my children that I have not pushed you”. Jelovac replied that Malidžan did push him, moving toward the journalist and, eventually, being held by Radoje Stevančević. Jelovac also heard, the statement says, that Malidžan asked Čavić why he pushed him, and Čavic replied: “Do you want me to stab you right now”, while holding two flags in his hands. The statement further said that Slavko Rončević approached Malidžan, grabbed him by the arm and took him aside. The court did not believe the testimonies of witnesses Vuković and Stevančević who previously denied any physical contact and that Čavić hit Malidžan, saying that Čavić is their friend and that it was “an ordinary discussion”.

The Misdemenour Body in Pljevlja on 19 November 2012 punished the DPS activists Goran Čavić with a fine of 400 euros and Mustafa Brahić with 200 euros, for the psychical attack and insult of the journalists of Vijesti and Dan. Malidžan was released from charges because of the lack of evidence.

Upon the judgement of the Basic Court in Pljevlja from 13 December 2012, Slavko Rončević was punished with a fine of 800 euros for endangering security of the Vijesti journalist Goran Malidžan. Rončević appealed to this judgement and was refused by the High Court, thus the first instance judgement became enforceable in March 2013.

5 July 2013 – Threats to journalist of weekly Monitor Milena Perović-Korać

President of the Municipality of Kolašin, Mile Šuković, harshly insulted and threatened journalist of Monitor, Milena Perovic-Korać and assistant director Miodrag Rašović, on 5 July 2013, after Monitor published articles that manetioned Šuković’s property and business. On 15 January 2014, the Basic Court in Kolašin sentenced Mile Šuković to imprisonment to 60 days, and suspended sentence for a year, for threats against the journalist of Monitor.

According to Rašović, who received the phone call, Šuković told the journalist that “she better answer the phone or else she will end up with a broken nose”, and after Rašović warned him that his actions constitute a criminal offense, he continued with curses and insults. Journalists of weekly Monitor filed a criminal complaint against Šuković for threats and he was heard in Kolašin’s police unit on 9 July 2013.

On 7 October 2013, the Supreme Prosecutor’s Office replied to Human Rights Action’s request for information that the case against the suspect Mile Šuković for the criminal offense Threat to security (Article 168 of the Criminal Code) was formed in the Basic State Prosecutor’s Office in Kolašin. The SSP also stated that it was in the process of acquiring lists of outgoing and incoming calls to and from telephone numbers owned by weekly Monitor, in order to determine the owner of a phone number that communicated with Monitor’s telephone numbers, and that after
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the submission of the required evidence the Basic Public Prosecutor’s Office in Kolašin will decide on this case.\textsuperscript{204}

Five months after reporting threats, a hearing in the criminal case against Šuković was held. Before the Basic Court in Kolašin he pleaded not guilty, explaining that the conversation with to him an unidentified person from the editorial board of Monitor did not include threats and curses, pointing put that no one asked him for comments before publishing the text. As the media reported, Šuković also stated that everything written in the article was inaccurate and “full of hatred against his family and himself”. Journalist Perović-Korać stuck to her testimony. Assistant to director of Monitor, Rašović, also stuck to his statement, adding that during the conversation, the deputy editor Veseljko Koprivica was also in the office, and although he could not hear Šukovic due to distance, he heard Rašović’s answers to Šuković.

The Court accepted the defendant’s proposal to call to testimony on the last hearing, schedules for 15 January, the employees of the Municipality of Kolašin, Nikola Mulević and Darko Bulatovića, for whom Šuković claimed that they were next to him while he was talking with Rašović, despite the opposition of plaintiff Maja Šćepanović, who pointed out the fact that Šuković was their superior.\textsuperscript{205} When judge Arsen Popović pronounced the sentence, he explained that he did not take into account their testimonies because they were employees of the Municipality, differed in some details and gave the impression that they were instructed how to testify.\textsuperscript{206}

On 15 January 2014, the Basic Court in Kolašin the president of Kolašin Municipality, Mile Šuković to imprisonment of 60 days, suspended sentence for a year for threats against journalist Perović-Korać.\textsuperscript{207} Šukovic characterized the trial as an organized political attack on him, while journalist Perović-Korać said she was pleased with the judgement.\textsuperscript{208}

\textbf{21 July 2013 – Attack on photojournalist of \textit{Vijesti} Ivan Petrušić}

Photoreporter of daily \textit{Vijesti}, Ivan Petrušić, on 27 July 2013 submitted a misdemeanour complaint to the police on the incident that occurred the same day, on the third night of Lake Fest in Nikšić, claiming to have been physically and verbally attacked by one of the festival organizers, Darko Čolaković, and two men that he thought were members of the security.\textsuperscript{209}

Petrušić stated that he walked away from other journalists to make a phone call, when a security member asked for his press card which he left in his bag. He claimed he noticed that a man from the security tripped and went over to help him, when an unknown person hit him on the neck. The man who was on the ground than stood up and started pulling him and strangling him. Petrušić further stated that he was taken by the two men behind a truck and that a man – known by the nickname “Čoka” – than approached him, grabbed his face by the hand while threatening and insulting him and eventually, told the security to escort the journalist out.

\textsuperscript{204} Response of the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office on request for access to information, available in Human Rights Action archive.
\textsuperscript{205} “I did not even drink a coffee with Milo and Aco”, \textit{Vijesti}, 29 November 2013.
\textsuperscript{207} “Mile Šuković sentenced to suspended sentence”, \textit{Vijesti}, 15 January 2014.
Čolaković told daily Vijesti that he did not attack Petrušić.210

Police Security Centre in Nikšić stated that the doctor on duty found minor injuries on Petrušić’s body – abrasions around his neck. The Police filed misdemenour charges against Milorad Gajović and V. Krivokapić on suspicion of having committed an offense under Article 10, Paragraph 2 of the Law on Public Peace and Order – Physical assault. Darko Čolaković was suspected of having committed an offense under Article 7, Paragraph 2 of the same Act – Rude insulting, impudent and shameless behavior.211

At the first session on 3 December 2013, journalist of daily Vijesti Ivana Novaković-Leković testified that Čolaković was the loudest during the argument, and that she cannot remember his words because of a shock she suffered.212 According to the information that NGO Human Rights Action received from Ivan Petrušić, next hearing which was scheduled for 16 January 2014, was postponed until further notice due to the inability of a medical expert witness to attend the hearing.

11 August 2013 – Explosion in front of the house of journalist of Vijesti and Monitor Tufik Softić

Six years after the first attack, a journalist of Vijesti and Monitor, Tufik Softić, was attacked again on 11 August 2013, when in the evening an explosive device was activated in the garden of his family house. At the time of the explosion Softić was in the house with his wife and three children. No one was injured, and Softić’s car was damaged.

A police expert said to Softić after the investigation that a powerful explosive – tritol was activated in his yard.213 The Basic Public Prosecutor was not present at the crime scene investigation in this new attack on Softić.

The explosive device was thrown in the yard of Softić’s house ten days after he published an article about a citizen of Berane, Vladan Simonović, who was arrested in late July 2013 for suspicion that he had committed a criminal offense of laundering money in Montenegro obtained abroad by drugs sale, together with Velija Hot, a citizen of Rožaje.214 Softić was unofficially informed by the Police that Simonović accepted polygraph test which was conducted in Detention Prison in Bijelo Polje, but it was unknown whether the inspectors questioned him about the recent attack on Softić or his beating in 2007. The Prosecutor’s Office stated that this activity was entrusted to officers of Police Unit Berane and that the information was being collected. Police Unit Berane, acting at the request of the Prosecutor’s Office, searched the flat and other premises and took the listing of communications.215

Three months after the second attack on Softić the perpetrators and those who ordered the attack were not identified.216

Softić was informed by the Regional Police Unit Berane that during the investigation it was
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determined that the explosive activated in his yard was made at the factory of explosives "Poliex" where several thefts occurred, and that the Police were searching for the perpetrators.

3 September 2013 – Incident between Director of NGO Public Policy Institute and journalist and photoreporter of Vijesti

According to Vijesti, on 3 September 2013, the Director of NGO Public Policy Institute, Vladimir Beba Popović attacked the journalist of Vijesti Miodrag Babović and photoreporter of Vijesti Luka Zeković in front of the Europoint business building, where, among others, are offices of the Public Policy Institute, OSCE Mission to Montenegro, Australian Embassy, Consulate of Switzerland and offices of the Protector of Human Rights and Freedoms, while they were performing their professional duties. The Basic State Prosecutor's Office, after determining all the circumstances, analysing the material and testimonies, found that there were no grounds for the prosecution of Popović.

The incident occurred when Popović left the Europoint building accompanied by Zoran Jovanović, member of the security of the Prime Minister Milo Đukanović, when the photoreporter Luka Zeković took some photos of Popović. According to Vijesti, Popović began to shout, "Who are you and why are you taking pictures of me". Popović then snatched the camera from Zeković, threatening that he would delete all the photos if Zeković would not delete the ones with Popović. After that, Popović started deleting the photos himself and then insulted Babović and took his voice recorder.217

The journalist and photoreporter filed a criminal complaint against Popović on the same day, claiming that Popović insulted them and violently took their equipment – camera and voice recorder. The Police Directorate stated that they immediately acted upon receiving the complaint and informed the Basic State Prosecutor in Podgorica, which ordered to take a statement from Popović and witnessess of the event.218

Popović told daily Pobjeda that the allegations of Vijesti were untrue, and announced filing charges against the journalists and photoreporter of Vijesti for violation of privacy and false reporting, and specifically said, "I insisted that the pictures be deleted, which the photoreporter did, except for one photo that I deleted myself. After that, I noticed that the other one had a voice recorder in his hand and I asked him why he was recording me without my permission. He replied he wasn’t using the words: “I swear, I wasn’t”, and gave me the voice recorder to reassure me. After Zoran Jovanović went out of the building, he probably already constructed the whole lie, completely changed his behaviour and pretended to be a vulnerable independent journalist. When I realized that I was being recorded, I gave him the voice recorder, but he said he would not take it, and that he will tell the police that I took it from him. I did not insist anymore, I warned him that false testimony and reporting was a criminal offense.”219 Popović also stated for Pobjeda, “I insisted that they show me the camera, which they didn’t. Photos of me were in that camera. Then I asked again with what right he took my picture and thus jeopardized my privacy, and the journalist replied that I
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is a public figure in a public place. I explained that I was in the premises of a company that is not a public place, and that I was not performing any public function, so I could not be treated as a public figure at the moment”.220

A clip appeared on YouTube from a surveillance camera showing Popović and the journalist and photoreporter of Vijesti. On 3 September in front of Europoint building, Popović was going down the stairs and saw the journalist and photoreporter who photographed him. The video shows that, after he approached them, he started a conversation with them, but since the distance from the camera was a few meters and Popović was turned with his back to the camera, the details of the event cannot be easily specified.221

NGO Human Rights Action believes that photographing Popović, the Executive Director of the NGO Public Policy Institute and former head of the Office of Communications of the Republic of Serbia during the mandate of the late Prime Minister. Zoran Đinđić, in a public place was not illegal. Based on the standards of the Council of Europe, he is a public figure, obliged to tolerate the increased media attention. The fact that Popović was in the company of a security officer of the Prime Minister can particularly be justified as public interest. The right to informing the public therefore prevailed over his right to privacy and accordingly he was required to show greater tolerance towards journalists.222

The Basic State Prosecutor's Office, after determining all the circumstances, analysing the material and testimonies, found that there were no grounds for the prosecution of Popović.223 Acting Supreme State Prosecutor, Veselin Vučković, said that the State Prosecutor’s Office found that “there is no reasonable suspicion of a criminal offense prosecuted ex officio”, and that the competent prosecutor “ordered the Police to assess whether there are grounds for a misdemeanor prosecution”.224 This approach of pushing responsibility to the police is unusual, because as a rule the State Prosecutor is the one who decides whether there are grounds for a misdemeanor prosecution, which is then conducted by the body.225

Daily Vijesti reported that officials of the Security Centre Podgorica, “after the Police carried out measures and actions – taking statements from participants and witnesses of the events, as well as video footage, concluded that the actions of V.P. have no elements of a misdemeanour offense”.226

Legal representatives of Vladimir Popović submitted to the Basic State Prosecutor’s Office in Podgorica criminal charges against the journalist of Vijesti, Miodrag Babović and photoreporter Luka Zeković for the criminal offense False reporting. The Basic State Prosecutor’s Office in Podgorica dismissed the charges on 23 January 2014.227
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17 September 2013 – Insulting journalist of Monitor Marko Milačić

On 17 September 2013, journalist of weekly Monitor Marko Milačić reported a verbal assault of the executive director of “Rudo Montenegro” company, Aleksandar Braco Miranović, against him, claiming that Miranović harshly insulted him in a public place. As the media reported, Milačić claims that, while he was on the phone, Miranović addressed him from the driver’s seat of a vehicle, and verbally attacked him by calling him, among other things, “you little swill” and saying that “he had been bribed”. He pointed out that there is a possibility that the event was captured by surveillance cameras of the High State Prosecutor’s Office, and that he will submit the names of eyewitnesses at a later date. As the media reported, Milačić claims that after the incident Miranović continued to follow him in his car until he went into a store.

Milačić claims that the verbal attack occurred because he wrote about the privileged companies in the healthcare system they enjoy the favouritism of the Minister of Health Miodrag Radunović, and among other things, published allegations that the Government, at the proposal of the Ministry of Health, issued a decision on a network of healthcare institutions, which included the company “Rudo Montenegro”.

On the occasion of this incident, the police inspectors heard Miranović on the same day, and he denied Milačić’s allegations. With the exception of Milačić’s hearing, no other actions were taken until 28 January of 2014.

20 October 2013 and 8 November 2013 – Stoning premises of Vijesti editorial board

In the period of one month in 2013, Vijesti editorial board premises were stoned twice. The first attack occurred after the Pride Parade, on 20 October in Podgorica, when a group of hooligans threw stones at the building of Vijesti, breaking the glass on windows of the portal Vijesti editorial board. Vijesti vehicle were also stoned while it was parked outside the building. The Police did not find the perpetrators of this attack.

A new attack on the offices of Vijesti editorial board occurred on 8 November 2013. Three unidentified men approached the main entrance of the editorial board premises and first broke the window with a big rock, followed by a smaller rock, as was recorded by a surveillance camera in front of the building. Several persons were questioned on the event. To date, 30 January 2014, it was not announced whether the perpetrators have been identified.
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On 16 November 2013, an unidentified person has sent a vulgar and offensive SMS message to journalist and director of weekly Monitor, Milka Tadić-Mijović, which Tadić-Mijović perceived as a threat, a day after her column “Dancing with a dictator” was published in Monitor. In the anonymous SMS message, among other insults and announcements of disclosure of information about her private life, she was referred to as “Milka Kilomudić”, which is a quote of one of the insults previously made against her by daily Pobjeda columnist, Marko Vešović, co-authored by Šeki Radončić. Because of these and other similar offenses she has continually experienced, Tadić-Mijović previously filed a civil lawsuit against Pobjeda, together with her colleague Milena Perović-Korač.

Except the state-owned Pobjeda, Tadić-Mijović was also called the same derogatory name by the Serbian portal E-novine.

Tadić-Mijović filed charges to the Security Center Podgorica against unidentified persons, and SC Podgorica officials informed the Basic State Prosecutor in Podgorica on the incident.

On 13 January 2014, columnist Marko Vešović published in Pobjeda that Šeki Radončić was the author of the SMS message, as Radončić confirmed in a statement the next day, denying accusations that it was a threatening message.

Milka Tadić-Mijović expressed concern that the police had known for a long time that Radončić was the author of the message, and by hesitating to act it provided him with an opportunity to explain the motives of the message, and emphasized her belief that Radončić was “only a small screw that is used by heads of the State” in an effort to stop the reporting of independent media.

Tadić-Mijović then filed a criminal complaint against the journalist Seki Radončić for threats to security in extended duration, explaining that is is “an offense committed in extended period of several years, by primarily Radončić and Vešović, with the cooperation and active support of the Editor-in-chief of Pobjeda, and possibly some other persons who manage this newspaper, or official persons”. She claimed that the instigator was the Editor-in-chief of daily Pobjeda because Vešović’s column continued with earlier insults against her, her family and colleagues, “so that they would live in fear of violence and repression”. She pointed out that they have been bringing insecurity and concern in her private life for years, which is why she believes it to be an offense for in extended duration, especially given the bombings, threats, beatings, and the overall atmosphere of insecurity of journalists in Montenegro.

The Media Council for Self-Regulatory (MSS), from the beginning of its operation in April 2012, has criticized the series of harsh insults against Tadić-Mijović and others in diary Pobjeda,

16 November 2013 – Insulting Director of weekly Monitor Milka Tadić-Mijović
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which was established by the State and is still in major part owned by the State, despite the statutory obligation for its privatization until 2004. Although Tadić-Mijović and other journalists, who have been subjected to Pobjeda’s campaign of vulgar insults, appealed in 2012 to the Prime Minister of Montenegro, Igor Lukšić, to influence the editorial board of Pobjeda, the media outlet whose responsible founder and in major part owner is the State of Montenegro, he refused to do so on the grounds that “the government does not interfere in the editorial policy of other media in Montenegro”. On the same day when the Tadić-Mijović filed the complaint against Radončić, he announced that he will file a criminal complaint against her, the editor of Monitor Esad Kočan, the founder and owner of Monitor Miodrag Perović and the Editor-in-chief of Vijesti, Mihailo Jovović, for continued threats to his security and for financial fraud in Monitor, which are allegedly known since he wrote for this weekly newspaper for many years. He announced that in support of his complaint he will present evidence – “texts full of hate speech, vulgar insinuations and threats, insults on national basis, discrimination on the basis of religion, nationality, and even discrimination i regard members of his family”.

2012 and 2013 – Threats to Director of NGO LGBT Forum progress Zdravko Cimbaljević

Zdravko Cimbaljević, founder and first director of NGO LGBT Forum Progress and the first openly declared homosexual in Montenegro, who is therefore vulnerable and with endangered safety due to his activism for human rights, was forced to seek asylum in another state.

In November 2013 Cimbaljević was officially granted political asylum in Canada, based on the assessment of the immigration committee of Canada that Montenegro is unable to protect him, because the State Prosecutor’s Office did not properly treat numerous cases of hatred and threats addressed against him in 2012 and 2013. NGO LGBT Forum Progress recorded 136 cases of death threats against activists for LGBT rights, 58 cases of insult, 53 cases of qualifying LGBT persons as sick, as well as 25 physical and verbal attacks on LGBT persons and activists, which illustrates the degree of vulnerability of this population in Montenegro. That year, Zdravko Cimbaljević alone received 109 death threats, two threats of kidnapping, and 11 threats of beating, all because of his sexual orientation.

On 24 July 2013, the first “Pride Parade” was held in Budva, Montenegro. On the night before the event, unidentified people posted obituaries with Cimbaljević’s name, who was one of the organizers, all over the city. The perpetrators of this act have not been identified to date. Cimbaljević also received several hundred threats on social network Facebook, including death threats, which is why he asked the Police to assess his safety, out of fear of serious threats. Although hundreds of people tried to lynch the first participants of the Pride Parade in Budva, only 32 of them were prosecuted for a misdemeanour disturbing the peace, while no criminal proceeding has been initiated. Cimbaljević said that he would not have sought asylum in Canada if at least one person was
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convicted for the violence in Budva. The leaders of the LGBT Forum Progress claim that proceedings initiated for violence or threats of violence against LGBT persons last too long, and the legal qualification of these cases by the State Prosecutor’s Office is, according to them, unsatisfactory, because it comes down to only misdemeanour.

Shortly after Cimbaljević left Montenegro, the second “Pride Parade” was held on 20 October 2013 in Podgorica, which was also marked by violence, despite 2000 police officers on the streets and a very well organized security of the event. During several separate incidents, several groups of hooligans attacked the police and threw stones on daily Vijesti editorial board, injured 20 people, and 60 protesters were arrested.

16 December 2013 – Breaking into the car of journalist Darko Ivanović

In the night of 16 December, a private car of Darko Ivanović, journalist and editor of the TV show Robin Hood, was broken into in front of the building where he lives in Podgorica. A day after the attack, the police arrested Robert Banuši who allegedly confessed that he had broken into Ivanović’s car. A month later, in a statement to Robin Hood, Banuši said that the police officers forced him to sign the confession. The police denied his allegations, claiming that their inspectors acted in accordance with the law, but the prosecutor stated that there is no reason for a belief that Banuši committed robbery at the expense of Ivanović. However, until January 2012 when this report was published, the Basic Prosecutor’s Office did not respond to a request of Ivanović’s lawyer and submitted the complete records of the case, so Banuši’s claims that he informed the prosecutor that a police inspector forced him to confession cannot be verified.

Ivanović stated that nothing valuable was stolen from his car, only scattered. He believes that the robbers wanted to steal some confidential documents on economic crime, suspicious privatisations and irregularities in local health system, which he had taken with him.

Police arrested Robert Banuši under suspicion that he robbed Ivanović’s and three other cars, local media reported quoting unofficial sources, stating that he has been convicted before and that he confessed to have committed the offence. However, on 17 January Ivanović aired Banuši’s statement in which he claimed that the police forced him to confess and that he did not rob Ivanović’s car. In the same statement Banuši said that the police inspector Elvir Tošić told him that he must sign a previously prepared statement giving him 5 euros and some money for the food, as well as that he told everything during the hearing in the State Prosecutor’s office on 18 December 2013. During his TV show Ivanović read a statement issued by the Police Directorate in which they denied Banuši’s claims, claiming that the police inspectors heared him in accordance with the law. Tošić later denied Banuši’s claims in his statements to other media.

During the TV show Robin Hood, Ivanović quoted the prosecutor’s statement that, based on the available information, “there is still no ground for suspicion that Banuši committed the criminal act at the expense of owners of the three robbed cars”. The Prosecutor’s office noted that this conclusion was made on a basis of the fact that “nothing was stolen from the robbed cars, despite

---
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there were some valuable things in Ivanović’s car”. Banuši was detained to a prosecutor on duty, the statement further says, stating his defense in the presence of an Albanian-language interpreter, and personally signed the record. The investigation indicated that the clues found in a car door belong to a person from the company for car registrations, while the screwdriver which pierced the seat in Ivanovic’s car was sent to the the Forensic Expertise Centre of the Police Directorate in Danilovgrad.246

Banuši is currently serving other punishment in the Administration for Execution of Criminal Sanctions in Spuz.247

It is still unclear why the Basic State Prosecutor Sasa Čađenović has not launched an investigation against the police inspector Elvir Tošić, if Banusi on the hearing really informed the prosecutor that the police forced him to give a false testimony.

Ivanovic said that he and his family have been receiving threats for a long time because of the TV show Robin Hood, and that he did not report the drilling of tyres of his car that happened five months ago.

In mid December, he sued the State of Montenegro requesting compensation of 10,000 euros for the illegal arrest during his assignment of reporting on a forced eviction of Jelena Vukičević from Podgorica, and the footage of the arrest – made by Ivanović’s colleagues – was presented as evidence to the Court.248 Ivanović was cuffed and escorted by several policemen to the Security Centre in Podgorica to be detained more than four hours, without a hearing, and then taken before a misdemeanour judge249 who scheduled the hearing for 18 December 2013. Ivanović told Human Rights Action that two witnesses were heared at this hearing – the chief of the police unit and an investigation judge who conducted the eviction – who claimed that the journalist was hindering them in the execution of the court decision on eviction. He said that, among other things, he presented the video footage as evidence to the Court, which has not scheduled the new hearing yet.250

26 December 2013 – Explosion in front of Vijesti editorial board premises

In the evening of 26 December 2013, an explosive device was activated in front of the Vijesti editorial board offices, below the window of the Editor-in-chief Mihailo Jovović’s office, and the perpetrators were not identified by the end of January 2014.

At the time of the attack, Mihailo Jovović was in the office together with fifteen other people, but no one was injured. The strong explosion caused the glass on windows of the office to shatter. The Podgorica-based daily published information that surveillance footage shows one hooded perpetrator approaching the Vijesti building, placing the explosive under the window of Editor’s office and then disappearing from the frame, followed by a flash of the explosion, a minute and a half later. The daily further stated that Podgorica police announced that they blocked the
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entire city in search of black “Opel Corsa” that, as reported, rushed away from the building at high speed, from the back of the Vijesti building towards the Clinical Centre and the same car was then seen rushing towards the Children’s Hospital, and then towards Zabjelo.

On-site investigation was conducted under the direction of Deputy Basic State Prosecutor in Podgorica, in the presence of an expert on fires, explosions and accidents, and the Police informed Vijesti that “the officials of the Ministry of the Interior – the Police Directorate, the Security Centre Podgorica, with the support of the Criminal Police Department have undertaken intensive activities on solving the case of activating an explosive device against the injured party daily Vijesti. 251

By the end of development of this report, on 30 January 2014, there was no new information on the progress of investigation of this case.

31 December 2013 – Stoning the premises of NTV Montena editorial board

NTV Montena editorial board premises in Blok VI neighbourhood in Podgorica were stoned in the evening of 31 December 2013, and by 30 January 2014 it was not reported whether the perpetrators have been found.

The Director of NTV Montena, Đuro Vučinić said for Portal RTCG that the attack on this media outlet was clearly planned and deliberate, that the motives for the attack are not known to him, but that it was fortunate that at that time no one was in the room that was stoned. 252

3 January 2014 – Attack on journalist of Dan Lidija Nikčević

Journalist of daily Dan, Lidija Nikčević, was brutally beaten by a masked assaultant in the evening of 3 January 2014 in front of the editorial board unit of that daily newspaper in Nikšić. Until 30 January it was unknown whether the police found any suspects for this attack.

An unidentified perpetrator, dressed in a black overall, with a mask on their head, attacked Nikčević from behind, grabbing her shoulder, after which he hit her head with a bat, causing her multiple injuries followed by substantial bleeding 253. The journalist tried to put resistance, injuring her arm. After the attacker escaped she cried for help.

The media reported that Nikčević received medical help in the hospital in Nikšić, and the hospital director, Ilija Ašanin, made a contradictory statement that Nikče\vić suffered serious bodily injuries in the area of her head, as well as a concussion. 254

The Police Directorate stated that the Prosecutor qualified the attack on Nikčević as criminal offence Attempted robbery “based on the statement of the injured person and other facts”. 255 On 3

January, immediately after the attack, the media reported that she stated that at one point the attacker „pulled her handbag”. Lidija Nikčević responded that she was shocked by the decision of the Prosecutor’s Office to qualify the attack on her as attempted robbery. She said that the attack can in no way be characterised as attempted robbery, as the assailant brutally and on purpose hit her head with a bat, and stole none of her stuff. Nikčević said that allegations that she stated that the assailant pulled her handbag were not true, and the proof for that are the injuries she suffered. NGO Human Rights Action also considers that, based on the way it was carried out and the injuries that were imposed, the attack on journalist Nikčević seems more like an attempted murder than attempted theft.

According to the latest information, the police took all texts Nikčević has published during 2013 until the day of the attack. Her coat and her handbag were sent to Forensic Center in Danilovgrad for further examination. Many persons were interrogated.